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General trade liberalization in most developing countries would
expand South-South trade, and could as well increase the pro-
portion of this trade in their total - particularly if the most
heavily protected sectors were liberalized.
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For most developing countries, the proportion of  countries against the very products for which
(total and manufactured) exports going to other  they, as a group, have a comparative advantagc.
deveioping countries has steadily increased since
the early 1970s.  The "slowing down of the engine of growlh"
greatly affected the direction of developing
Earlier, analysts would have seen this as a  countries' trade.  But the resumption of growth
reflection of inward-looking trade strategies and  in the industrial countries did not alter the
regional trading arrangements. Until the early  iicreasing trend in South-Soutl  rade.  A new
1970s, most of the relatively outward-looking  intemational economic environmncnt  had begun
developing countries did (or had a trend in  to develop.
doing) proportionately less trade with other
developing countries, particularly in manufac-  The structure of tariff and nontariff protec-
tures.  tion in most developing countries discriminates
against products that other developing countries
Since the early 1970s, however, an outward  could supply competitively.  Hence, across-thc-
orientation has often gone hand in hand with  board, nondiscriminatory liberalization would
more South-South trade.  The proportionate  generally favor South-South trade - particu-
increase in South-South trade occurred despite  larly if liberalization focused on the most
relatively higher protection in most dev-loping  heavily protected sectors.
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I.  INTRODUCTION
What  is  the  likely impact on  South-South  1/  trade of  trade
liberalization  in developing  countries  undertaken  on a non-discriminatory
(most favored  nation  (MFN))  basis is the broad  question  addressed  in the
paper.  This is pursued  by (i) investigating  the historical  trends  in the
share  of  South-South trade,  (ii)  briefly reviewing the  theoretical
underpinnings  for the expansion  of this trade through  non-discriminatory
liberalization,  and (iii)  analyzing  the bias in the structure  of developing
countries'  protection  with  respect  to South-South  trade.
The  question  has  been  previously  touched  upon  in  several  contexts  but
without  a systematic  study  of the historical  trends  in this  trade  and the
structure  of protection  it  encountered.  A  number  of  studies  under  the  World
*The  author  gratefully  acknowledges  the  statistical  assistance  of  Azita  Amjadi
and valuable  comments  by Bela  Balassa,  Paul  Meo, Julio  Nogues  and  Alexander
Yeats  on  an earlier  draft.
The views expressed  in this paper are those of the author and do not
necessarily  reflect  the otticial  position  of the  World  Bank,  views of its
members,  management  or  other  staff.
1/ The terms "South"  and "developing  countries"  are used interchangeably
throughout  the  paper  and  defined  in  notes  to  Appendix  Table  AII.l.-2-
Bank Project  "The Direction  of Developing  Country  Trade"  (Havrylyshyn,  ed.
(1987))  suggested  that  developing  country  protection  was probably  the  major
impediment to  South-South trade.  1/  A  similar observation was  made  in
connection  with developing  countries'  intra-industry  trade and  in their
capital  goods' trade by Havrylyshyn  and Wolf (1983)  and Havrylyshyn  and
Alikhani  (1989).  Concerning  the scope  for  gainful  intra-developing  country
trade, Krueger (1983)  notes that "there is considerable  evidence that many of
the middle-income  developing  countries  persist  in protecting  their highly
labor-intensive  industries,  such  as textiles  and  footwear,  in  which  they  may
have  lost  comparative  advantage"  (p.  202). Analyzing  the  possible  impact  of a
preferential  scheme  among  developing  countries  (CSTP),  Erzan,  Laird  and  Yeats'
(1988)  findings  "indicate  that  developing  countries  may have their  greatest
potential  for  the  expansion  of intra-trade  under  the  CSTP in  many  of the  same
types  of products  in  which  they  have  demonstrated  their  greatest  capacity  to
penetrate  Northern  markets  over  the  last  two  decades"  (pp.  1147-1148).  2/
The question  also  came  up in considering  whether  the relative  level
of South-South  trade  was  "too"  low  (Havrylyshyn  and  Wolf  (1983)  and
1/  For  a profile  of protection  in  developing  countries,  see,  e.g.,  De  Rosa
(1988),  Erzan  et  al (1989),  Finger  and  Laird  (1987)  and  Langhammer  (1983).
2/  See  also  Langhammer  (1987).-3-
Havrylyshyn  (1985)).  1/  It was suggested  that  protection  could  be a factor,
but  this  was  not  incorporated  in  the  analysis.
While there was an acceptance  that protection  might be a  major
impediment  to  South-South  trade,  based  on trends  up to  the  early  1970s,  it  was
believed  that developing  countries  with more outward  looking  trade  regimes
would have a  smaller  and declining  share  of their trade with the South
(Havrylyshyn  and  Wolf  (1983)  and  (1987)).  The  two  propositions  taken  together
implied  that,  in absolute  terms,  South-South  trade  could  expand  considerably
as a result  of liberalization  in developing  countries,  yet  there  would  be a
bias in favor  of the  North  concerning  the  relative  level  of trade  expansion.
(The  current  study,  reviewing  the updated  and revised  trends,  finds  no hard
evidence  for  such  a systematic  bias.)
I.1. Why  Worry  about  the  Direction  of  Trade?
Under  plausible  circumstances,  a reduction  in  the  level  of protection
and  harmonization  of its  structure  would  yield  welfare  gains  for  the  country
1/  In the  first  instance,  the  relative  level  of South-South  trade  was  judged
against  a single  norm,  the share  of developing  countries  in total  world
income.  Their  conclusion  was that  the level  of trade  among  developing
countries  was  higher  than  their  size  or  markets  alone  would  predict. The
other  investigation  employed  a gravitational  approach  to explain  exports
of developing  countries  to various  destinations.  Market  size (CNP)  and
distance  proved to be  significant  factors in most of  the bilateral
flows. The  analysis  also produced  weak  evidence  that  the  share  of trade
among developing  countries  was somewhat  lower than the gravitational
pull.  This  was attributed  to the  strong  comparative  advantage  statics  -
along the lines of relative  factor  endowments  - plus the effect of
relatively higher protection in  developing  compared to  industrial
countries. The  latter  two  factors,  however,  were  not  incorporated  in  the
analysis.  For several  Latin  American  countries  it appeared  that their
intra-trade  was more than what market  size  and distance  would predict,
suggesting,  inter  alia,  the impact  of regional  integration  schemes. Yet,
these  results  were  not  statistically  significant.-4-
in question  through  more efficient  use of its resources.  Furthermore,
liberalization  on at MFN basis secures  the full realization  of potential
welfare  gains  by inducing  importers  to  make  their  purchases  from  the  cheapest
sources.  Within  this  theoretical paradigm and  with  respect  to
efficiency/welfare  gains, direction  of trade,  i.e.,  particular  sources  of
imports  and destination  of exports,  and changes in these resulting  from
liberalization  are  immaterial.  Judging  from  revealed  preferences,  however,  in
many countries,  this  does  not seem  to  be the  case.  For  a variety  of reasons
Governments  are concerned  about the specific  direction  of their  countries'
trade  and  the  possible impact of  their  policies on  this  pattern.
Consequently,  many  developing  country  Governments  are intrigued  by bilateral,
regional,  and more recently,  "global"  preferential  schemes  among  themselves.
Efforts to revitalize  the Preferential  Trade Area (PTA) for Eastern  and
Southern African States, the Southern  African Development  Co-ordination
Conference  (SADCC),  the  Central  American  Common  Market  (CACM),  the  integration
scheme  among  Argentina,  Brazil,  and Uruguay  and the  conclusion  of the  first
round  of negotiations  under  the  Global  System  of Trade  Preferences  (CSTP)  are
the  recent  manifestations  of this  concern. As a matter  of fact,  it  was the
developed  countries  which  were the trendsetters  in this  approach: the EEC,
the EEC-EFTA  pact and the  more recent  US-Canada  de-L stand  out among  other
similar  arrangements.
Among  the  major  motives  behind  the  contemporary  initiatives  to expand
South-South  trade are the frustration  with and fear of sluggish  economic
growth  and increasing  proteciionism  in the  OECD area  against  the  exports  of
developing  countries,  and Lhe  encouragement  from  the  rapid  increase  of South-
South  trade  starting  in  early  1970s.Mainstream  economic  thought  advocates  liberal trade as the best
policy  for  developing  countries,  and  remains  a fact  that  "...countries  that
do the best in trade among developing  countries  are those that do best
everywhere  ... "  1/ in terms  of export  performance.  Bringing  under  focus  the
bias in the structure  of developing  countries'  protection  and the potential
for  South-South  trade  through  non-discriminatory  liberalization  would  give  an
extra  strength  to the  advice  that  liberal  trade  is  the  best  policy.
1.2. The  Plan  of the  Study
The study starts  with a  review  of the previous  observations  and
stylizations  concerning  trends  in the proportion  of developing  countries'
(total  and manufactured)  exports  to the South  and factors  perceived  to be
behind  these  observations  (Section  I1.1.). A rigorous  trend  analysis  is  then
undertaken  in  Section  II.2.,  using  a specially  constructed  consistent  data  set
covering  1i65 to 1985,  for groups  of developing  countries  by geographical
region and  for the major exporters  of manufactures.  The results are
contrasted  with previous  stylizations  and  explanations  which  were  offered  to
account  for  regional  and  cross  country  differences  in  these  trends.
In Section  III,  first  the theoretical  underpinnings  for  South-South
trade  and  the  basis  for  the  expansion  of  this  trade  through  non-discriminatory
liberalization  are  briefly  reviewed  (Section  III.1.). This  is followed  by an
analy3is  of the  structure  of developing  countries'  protection  with  respect  to
1/ Havrylyshyn  and  Wolf  (1987), p.  158, based  on  the  findings of
Havrylyshyn's  (1985)  constant  market  share  analysis.- 6  -
South-South  trade (Section  III.2.).  The hypothesis  tested  is whether  this
structure discriminates  against products in  which developing  countries
generally  have  a comparative  advanl;age.
The  concluding  Section  (IV)  summarizes  the  main  findings  of the  study
and  discusses  directions  for  further  research.
II. TRENDS  IN THE SHARE  OF SOUTH-SOUTH  TRADE
I.1.  South's  Exports  to  South: Previous  Observations  and  Stylizations
Previous  studies  on  South-South  trade  observed  a long-term  decline  in
the share  of intra-developing  country  exports  in their  total  exports from
around  24 percent  in the  mid-1950s  to about  20 percent  in the early  1970s,
followed  by a reversal,  registering  23 percent  in 1977  (Hughes  (1980)). The
pattern  was  more  distinct  in  manufactures  and  from  1963  to 1973,  the  share  of
developing  country  exports  to each other  declined  from  about  40 percent  of
their  total  exports  to  around  25 percent.  Accordingly,  starting  in  1974,  the
trend  reversed  and this  share,  following  a cyclical  pattern,  moved  towards  a
higher  range  around  30  percent  by 1981  (Havrylyshyn  (1985)  and  Havrylyshyn  and
Wolf (1983)).  1/
An intuitive  explanation  exists  for  the  post  War  decline  in  the  share
of developing  countries'  exports  to eacl other  until  1973 and the revival
following  this period.  The initial  export  drive  of developing  countries
1/  Figures  quoted  vary depending  on whether  or not  OPEC is included  in the
South  as a  market. Furthermore  the  aggregation  level  of  primary  data  from
which  the  shares  are  calculated  appears  to  make  a  difference.-7-
occurred  in labor  intensive  goods,  North  being  the  main destAnation,  in line
with  the  then  even  more  distinct  differences  in fact^r  endowments  between  the
two  groups  of countries  (see,  e.g.,  Lary  (1968),  Tuong  and Yeats  (1980)  and
Yeats  (1989). While  most  developing  countries  maintained  and  even  increased
their postwar  protection  levels  in this earlier  period  1/, the  OECD area,
through consecutive rounds of  multilateral  trade  negotiations became
increasingly  open,  although  tariff  cuts in relatively  labor  intensive  goods
did not keep up with the overall  pace  of liberalization  (see GATT (1980),
UNCTAD  (1968)  and  (1982),  and  Erzan  and  Karsenty  (1989)).
The 1973  oil  shock  and  the  transfer  of purchasing  power  from  the  OECD
area to OPEC explains  a considerable  portion  of the change  in the trend
concerning  the  destination  of SOuth's  exports.  2/  At least  two  other  factors
were also at work: (i) relatively  higher  growth  in developing  countries  as
opposed  to  stagnation  in  OECD  - which  will  later  be  discussed  with  some  detail
- and (ii)  increased  use  of  non-tariff  barriers  by the  industrial  countries,
1/  See,  e.g.,  Bhagwati  (1978)  and  Krueger  (1978).
2/  When OPEC is excluded  from the South,  the shift in the direction  of
exports  becomes less pronounced  (see Havrylyshyn  and Wolf (1983)  and
Havrylyshyn  (1985)).especially  in  more labor  intensive  products  - a development  whose  net impact
on  South's  exports  remains  controversial.  1/
II.l.(i)  Differences  Among  Geographical  Regions  and  Individual  Countries
It was  also  observed  that  there  were  considerable  differences  in  '
share of  South-South  trade and  in the e'olution  uf  this share across
geographical  regions  and individual  countries  (Havrylyshyn  and Wolf (1983)).  2/
Notably,  while  in Asie  and  Southern  Europe  the share  of  manuiactured  exports
going  to  developing  countries  appeared  to  have  a  declining  trend,  there  seemed
to  exist  a secular  increase  for  Latin  America.  3/
i/ A  major  surge  in  protectionism  during  the  last  two  decades  through  the  use
of non-tariff  barriers,  its  disr.rimination  against  developing  countries'
exports  and its concentration  on agriculture  and relatively  more labor
intensive  goods  are well documented  (see,  e.g.,  Nogues,  Olechowski  and
Winters  (1986)  and Laird  and Yeats  (1988b)). Estimates  for developing
country  exports  foregone due  to  the  new  protectionism  in  the
industrialized  countries  are put at billions  of dollars  annually  (see,
e.g. Laird and Yeats (1988a)). This was the case especially  in some
sectors  such  a textiles  and  clothing  (see,  e.g.,  Goto (1988)  and Erzan,
Goto and Holmes (1989)).  However,  while this protectionism  was  an
important constraint  on  the  exports of  industrielly  less advanced
developirg  countries  to developed  markets,  as the more advanced  ones
successfully  diversified  their  exports,  the  net  impact  of protectionism  on
the latter's  total exports  to North  remains  a controversial  question.
There is even an argument  suggesting  that the NIEs in a perverse  way
benefited from protectionism  as  it  ;nduced  diversification  of their
productive  structure  and  exports. While  there  might  be some  substance  in
this argument  in terms of long run dynamic  efficiency,  losses  due to
comparative  advantage  statics  in  the  short  and  medium  term  would  overwhelm
the  benefits.
2/  The results  were based  on a sample  of 33 developing  countries  including
Greece. Israel, Portugal and  Spain, which, by  now, are  generally
classified  as  developed  countries.
3/  For  1963,  1975  and  1977,  the  figures  were  respectively,  44,  23  and  21
percent  for  Asia,  33,  25  and  24  percent  for  Southern  Europe  and  36,  50  and
51  percent  for  Latin  America.-9-
It  was  also  noted  that  this  distinction  was  pronounced  when  the  Newly
Industrialized  Economies  (NIEs)  of the  latter  two  regions  were  compared. For
instance,  it  was  observed  that  while  the  share  of Hong  Kong's  and  Republic  of
Korea's  manufactured  exports  with  a Southern  destination  declined,  1/  the  same
share  increased  for  Argentina,  Brazil  and  Mexico.  2/
II.l.(ii)  Impact  of Policy
Based  on these  and similar  observations,  (i) regional  integration
schemes  and (ii)  inward  versus  outward-looking  trade  regimes  were  pointed  out
as the  factors  underlying  the  differences  in  the  share  of  exports  to  the  South
and  in  the  developments  of  this  share.
"Observed variation by  region, functional  groups and
individual  country  indicate  that  the  trend  towards  dectining
importance of  trade  among  developing countries  in
manufactures,  though  not universal,  was found frequently
even  within  the  two  regions  experiencing  an increase  in  the
share  of this  trade,  Africa  and Latin  America. The higher
and rising  share  for  Latin  America  suggest  integration  as
one factor  while  the lower  and sharply  declining  share  for
much  of  Asia  and  the  NICs, plus  particular  country
experiences  within  each continent,  suggest  that inward  vs.
outward-looking  trade  regimes  are  another."  3/
Very loosely  formulated,  the  generally  accepted  hypothesis  runs as
follows: The  more  inward-looking  countries  - which  also  happen  to  be the  ones
keener  on regional  integration  - through  a  mix  of interventionist  policies  and
1/  For  Hong  Kong,  the  decline  was  from  27  percent  in  1963  to 14  percent  in
1975  and  for  Korea  from  43  to 14  percent  during  the  sa.e  period. These
shares  were  reported  to  have  stayed  at  those  low  levels  throughout  1977.
2/  For  Argentina,  Brazil  and  Mexico,  this  share  increased,  respectively,  from
46,  41 and  31 percent  in  1963  to  71,  47 and  38  percent  in  1975,  and
somewhat  declined  in  Lhe  following  years.
3/  Havrylyshyn  and  Wolf  (1983),  p.  354.- 10  -
high protection-cum-subeidies  tried to prematurely  move up the ladder rather
than fully exploit their static comparative  advantage. 1/  These product  and
factor-market distortions  resulted  in  an  emphasis  on  the  production  of
relatively  capital  intensive  goods  and the use  of relatively  capital intensive
techniques.  Consequently,  the factor  content  of their exports, especially of
manufactures,  were biased towards greater capital inputs. 2/ This, in turn,
had an impact on the direction of trade.  "[Tlhe effect of protection is to
shift  production and  exports in  a  more  capital intensive direction and,
therefore,  to  increase  the  proportion  of  exports  going  to  developing
countries.  3/
I/  Most developing  countries, up until early 1960s,  exported  mainly resource
based goods.  In the following  decade, today's  most successful exporters
of  manufactures  moved  into  specialization on  labor  intensive goods,
initially tertiles  and clothing, then other consumer  goods.  By the late
1970s  relative  specialization moved  into engineering goods  and  other
products which  generally have  a  higher  capital and  skill  intensity.
However,  while this sequencing  phenomenon  was characteristic  for the  Asian
NIEs, the Latin  American NIEs by and large  jumped  over the consumer  goods
stage.  Already in 1963,  consumer goods accounted for over one-third of
Asian NIEs' exports, this ratio reached  a peak  of 55 percent in 1973  and
started a decline.  In the Latin American NIEs, the share of consumer
goods' exports  was around 2 percent in 1963,  it never surpassed  the share
of engineering  goods, and at its  height  was less  than 10 percent.  By late
1970s  the share  of engineering  goods  was far higher  than that for consumer
goods (Havrylyshyn  and Alikhani (1988)).
2/  Most NIEs had a  higher capital content in their exports to  tha South
compared with that to *he North (see, Krueger et al (1981)  and Krueger
(1983)  - a  phenomenon which could be consistent with conventional trade
models  even  in  the  absence  of  distortions  (see,  Deardorf  (1987)).
However,  the difference in  factor  content  was greater  in the case of Latin
American NIEs compared to their more outward-looking  Asian counterparts
(Havrylyshyn  (1987).
3/  Havrylyshyn  and  Wolf  (1987),  p.  157.While this chain hypothesis  is empirically  proven  up to its last
link,  there  is  only  weak evidence  on the  impact  of factor  distortions  on the
direction  of trade.  1/  Regional  integration  schemes  did contribute  to the
expansion of  intra-Latin  Anierican  trade in  capital-intensive  products.
However,  this  did  not  require  factor  market  distortions.  2/
II.2. An Update  and  Revision  of  the  Trends
The  South-South  share  in  developing  countries'  total  and  manufactured
exports  were calculated  using  a complete  world  trade  matrix  for  the period
1965-1985  which  was developed  in connection  with project  LINK.  3/  Besides
being  an update,  the  consistency  of the  underlying  data in terms  of country
and  product coverage should bring an  improvement  in accuracy  over the
1/  Krueger  (1983)  concluded  that  "...  it seems  clear  that  the  type  of trade
in manufactures  that  has been  encouraged  under  regional  trading  arrange-
ments  has  generally  been  more  the  outcome  of the  import  substitution  type
of incentives  than of the incentives  that accompany  a genuine outer-
oriented  trade  strategy"  (p.  187).  However,  the  case  studies  in Krueger
(1981)  did  not establish  a direct  link  between  factor  market  distortions
and  the  direction  of trade. A  more  recent  study  on India  by  Khanna  (1987)
asserted  that  there  was  no  evidence  that  distortions  led  to  higher  exports
of capital  intensive  goods  to  developing  countries.
2/  Nogues' (1983)  argument  concerning  Argentina's  direction  of trade was
that: "...  a change in trade policy (from import substitution to export
promotion)  will in all probability  increase  the relative  importance  of
trade  with DCs because:  (a) a significart  decrease  in protection  will
diminish  the  relative  importance  of preference  margins,  therefore  inducing
a switch  of exports  away  from  LAFTA  and  towards  DCs; (b)  given  that  DCs
have  been  Argentina's  traditional  customers for  goods produced by
exportables  industries,  manufacturing  exports  going  to those  destinations
should  increase  under  a strategy  based  on  export  promotion"  (p.  1037).
3/ Trade Matrix  Software  and Data Base,  UN, DIESA.  Contains  verified  and
consistent data  by  broad  economic categories and  79  reporting
countries/groups  of countries  covering  total  world  trade.  See notes  to
Appendix  Table  AII.1.- 12  -
observations  made in previous  studies. Furthermore,  the length  of the time
series  data allows  us to undertake  trend  analysis  rather  than relying  on
benchmark  years.
II.2.(i)  Geographical  Regions
Figure  1 provides  a graphical  presentation  of the  Southern  share  in
the  exports  of developing  countries  grouped  by geographical  regions.  1/  The
pattern  observed  in previous  studies,  namely  a decline  in this share  up to
1973  followed  by  an increase,  turns  oat  to  be  characteristic  for  only  Southern
Europe  (represented  by Romania,  Turkey  and  Yugoslavia)  and  Asia.  In  the  more
distinct  case,  Asia,  this  share  dropped  from  32 percent  in 1965  to  27 percent
in 1973 and gradually  climbed  to 36 percent  in 1985.  This picture  was
omewhat  more  pronounced  yet  no different  for  manufactured  exports  (defined  as
SITC  5 to 9) 2/ presented  in  Figure  1.B. For  all  developing  countries  taken
together,  the share  of South-South  exports  did not show  a decline  when all
goods  were  considered.  The figures  were,  respectively,  21,  21  and  32  percent
for the years 1965,  1973  and 1985.  Ini  manufacturing  there  was an initial
decline  from 29 to 25 percent  from 1965  to 1973  followed  by a climb  to 34
percent  in 1985.  These  patterns  held  also  when the shares  were calculated
using  data  on trade  volumes  rather  than  values  (see  Appendix  II,  Table  AII.1,
figures  in  parentheses).  3/
I/ Groupings  by geographical  regions  are defined  in notes to Appendix  II,
Table  AII.1.
2/  This  is a slightly  broader  definition  of  manufactures  compared  to the  more
conventional  one,  i.e.,  SITC  5  to  8 less  68.
3/  Volume  data  were  not  employed  in  calculating  export  shares  of individual
regions  because  the  price  deflators  used  in  computing  volumes  from  values
merely distinguished  exports  by groups  of suppliers  in broad product
categories. Hence for individual  regions,  results  based  on value and
volume  were  almost  identical.- 13  -
Figure  1:  SHARE  OF DEVELOPING  COUNTRIES' EXPORTS  GOING TO DEVELOPING
COUNTRIES; EXPORTERS  BY GEOGRAPHICAL  REGIONS (a),  1965-1985
A.  ALL GOODS
____~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  Is.
..
epiC ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~~~~~~~~~~al
owflm.~  ~  ~~  . ._
______..  _cont'd.  -14  -
B.  MANUFACTURES  (b)
X0  0*0 
Source:  Trade  Miatrix Software  and  Data  Base,  UN,  DIESA.
Notes:  (a)  See  table  AII.1  in the  Appendix  for  the  data  and  definition  of
geographical  regions.
(b) Manufactures  are  defined  as  SITC  5 to  9.- 15  -
Table 1 reports  the results  of the trend  analysis  for the whole
period  1965 to 1985  and its  two sub-periods,  1965-1973  and 1974-1985. The
average  annual  change;  in the  export  share  reported  in  the  Table  are  computed
from  the  estimated  coefficients  of the  trend  regressions.  Whether  there  were
statistically  significant  changes  in the trends  between  the  two sub-periods
were  determined  by  applying  the  Chow  test.
When all goods  were considered,  Southern  Europe's  and Asia's  export
shares  to the South  declined  on the average  by, respectively,  1.5 and 2.2
percent  annually  from  1965  to 1973. During  the  1974-1985  period  these  shares
registered  an annual  increase  of 3.7 and 2.5 percent,  respectively.  In
manufacturing,  the  annual  decline  in  these  shares  for  the  first  sub-period  was
4.8 and 4.2 percent  for the two regions,  respectively,  and the following
annual  increases  were  3.5  and  2.1  percent.
In North  Africa  and  the  Middle  East,  and  Latin  America,  there  was  an
increase  in the share  of their  total  exports  to the  South  during  the  whole
period  from 1965  to 1985,  without  a statistically  significant  change  in this
trend.  The annual  average  increase  of this  share  was  respectively,  4.5 and
2.0 percent  for  the  two  regions. For  North  Africa  and  the  Middle  East this
was  also  true  in  manufacturing:  an annual  average  of 1.8  percent  increase  in
this  share  for  the  whole  period.
Developments  in  the  share of  the  South  in  Latin America's
manufactured  exports  were the reverse  of what was observed  in the case of
Southern  Europe  and  Asia.  In the  first  sub-period  under onsideration,  this
share  increased  at an annual  average  rate  of 2.9  percent. During  the  1974-
1985  sub-period  there  was a slight  decline  in  this  share  of  an  annual  average
of 1  percent.- 16  -
TaIble  1:  TREND ANALYSIS  OF THE SHARE  OF DEVELOPING  COUNTRIES'
EXPORTS  GOING TO DEVELOPING  COUNTRIES;  BY EXPORTING
REGIONS, 1965-1985
(a,b,c  and d denote,  respectively,  10,  5, 2.5 and
1  percent significance  level)
Change in
Exporting  Average  annual  change in the share,  %  trend between
region  sub-periods
1965-1985  1965-1973  1974-1985
A. ALL COODS
Sub-Saharan  Africa  1.1b  5.5d  No trend  Yesb
North Africa & Middle East  4 . 5d  4 . 0 d  5.7  Noa
Southern  Europe  3. 5d  _1.5b  3.7d  Yesd
Asia  0 . 6b  -2.2d  2.5d  Yesd
Latin  America  2 . 0 d  1 . 1 b  1.ja  Noa
All Developing  2. 3d  0.5b  3.7d  Yesd
B.  MANUFACTURES
Sub-Saharan  Africa  3.3d  6.9d  2 . 3a  Noa
North Africa & Middle East  1.8d  No trend  2 . 0c  NOa
Southern  Europe  2.3d  -4.8d  3.5d  Yesd
Asia  No trend  -4.2d  2 . 1 d  yesd
Latin America  2.2d  2.9d  -1.0  Yesd
All Developing  1.4d  -1. 2d  1.3d  Yesd
Source:  Summary  of estimation  results  reported  in  Table AII.3 based on data
given in Table AII.1 of the Appendix obtained from Trade Matrix
Software  and Data Base,  UN, DIESA.
Note:  OLSQ  estimates for log y  =  log a  +  t log b  derived from the
expression y  =  abt where  y  stands for export share and  t for
time.  Average  annual  change  is  computed  from  the  estimated
coefficient for t,  i.e., log b,  where b  =  (l+r), r being  the
compound rate  of  growth.  Chow  test was  applied  to  determine
whether there was a statistically  significant  change in the trend
between the two sub-periods. Manufactures  are defined as SITC 5 to
9.- 17  -
In the  case  of Sub-Saharan  Africa,  there  was  a pronounced  increase  in
its  share  of  total  exports  to the  South  during  the  initial  sub-period  followed
by  wide  fluctuations  in  the  second sub-period.  This  share  for  the
manufactures  had,  on the  whole  a positive  trend  (3.3  percent,  annually).
The  findings  above  for  the  geographical  regions  can  be summarized  as
the  following: (ii  The  characteristic  trend  in  the  share  of exports  destined
to the  South  - first  a decline  up to  early  1970s,  followed  by an increase  -
held only for Southern  Europe  and Asia.  (ii) For these two regions  the
pattern  is even more distinct  for manufactures. (iii)  The case of Latin
America  in  manufactures  was  the  reverse. (iv)  In  the  other  regions,  generally
there  was  an upward  trend  in the  share  of exports  to the  South  in  both  total
exports  and  manufactures.  (v)  Overall,  the  upward  trend  during  the  1974-1985
period  was  the  predominant  development.
II.2.(ii)  Selected  Exporters  of  Manufactures
The analysis  of the trend  in the  share  of South's  exports  going  to
the  South  is  extended by  considering selected developing countries
individually.  As it  was  observed  that  there  was  a  more  characteristic  pattern
in  the  manufactures,  analysis  is  confined  to  this  trade  and  the  country  sample
is limited  to  developing  countries  with  a substantial  export  of manufactures.
Table  2 gives  the  share  of  exports  to  the  South  in  total  manufactured
exports (SITC 5 to  9) of 19  developing  countries  --  NIEs included  --  for 1965,
1973  and  1985. A graphical  representation  for  the  whole  period  and  the  yearly
figures  are provided  in the  Appendix. 1/  The  unweighted  average  for  the 19
countries'  exports  of manufactures  going  to  the  South  declined  from  31  percent
1/ Appendix  Figure  AII.1  and  Table  AII.2.- 18  -
Table 2:  SHARE  OF SELECTED  DEVELOPING  COUNTRIES'  MANUFACTURED  EXPORTS /a
COINC TO DEVELOPING  COUNTRIES:  1965, 1973  and 1985
(percent)
Exporting  count-y  1965  1973  1985
Romania  19  14  26
Tunisia  35  25  18
Turkey  6  22  40
Yugoslavia  26  17  18
China /b  59  55  61
India  30  25  22
Pakistan  53  44  32
'long  Kong /b  20  15  33
Korea, Rep. of  20  12  28
Singapore /b  81  46  46
Taiwan  47  16  23
Indonesia /b  15  29  42
Malaysia /b  24  35  40
Philippines  6  21  17
Thailand  39  27  36
Argentina  32  56  51
Brazil  43  33  41
Chile  10  21  37
Mexico  19  16  3
Unweighted  average  31  28  32
of the above
Source:  Table AII.2 of the  Appendix  obtained  from  Trade Matrix Software  and
Data Base, UN, DIESA.
Notes:
/aiManufactures are defined  as SITC 5 to 9.
/b  It should be noted that the high ratio of Chinese exports to  the South  is
partially due to shipments to Horg Kong for re-export.  In turn, increases in
the share of exports to the South by Hong Kong in the second period include
increased  re-exports  to China.  Re-exports  also  account for an important  part of
Singapore's exports to the South.  Consequently,  the same applies to Indonesia
and Malaysia  that export through  Singapore.- 19  -
in  1965  to  28 percent  in  1973,  and  in 1985  this  share  was  32  percent,  slightly
above  its  value  in 1965.  An interesting  phenomenon  was  the  narrowing  of the
variation  in  this  share  among  the  countries  under  consideration.  1/ With  the
exception of  five countries - Argentina,  China 2/,  India, Mexico and
Yugoslavia  - those  which  initially  had  a higher  (lower)  share  than  the  average
experienced  a decline  (increase)  in  this  share  over  the  period  1965  to 1985.
From  Table  3  which  reports  the  results  of the  trend  analysis,  it  can
ue observed  that nine countries  had a significant  negative  trend  in their
share  of manufactured  exports  going  to the South  during  the initial  period
1965 to 1973.  Only five countries  had a positive  trend  in this  share  and
there  was  no significant  trend  for  the  remaining  five.
The nine countries  which  have  experienced  a decline  of the South's
share  in  their  exports  through  1973  include  those  with  a liberal  trade  regime,
namely,  Hong Kong,  Singapore  and  Taiwan. However  not  all the  remaining  six
countries in  this group - Brazil, China, Korea, Pakistan,  Romania and
Yugoslavia  - could  be considered  trade  policy  reformists  at the  time. Again,
in this the  group  of nine  countries,  five  of them  - Brazil,  China,  Pakistan,
Singapore  and  Taiwan  - initially  had  their  share  of  exports  going  to  the  South
above  the  average.
Among the five countries  - Argentina,  Chile,  Malaysia,  Philippines
and Turkey  - which  had a significant  positive  trend  in the share  of their
manufactured  exports  to the  South  through  1973,  it was only  Argentina  which
had  this  share  above  the  average  at the  initial  period.
1/  The  standard  deviation  was  18.9  in  1965,  and  13.5  in  1985.
2/  China  constitutes  no exception  when its  trade  share  for  any  year  but  1985
is considered.  Furthermore  the fact that a  considerable  portion  of
China's  export  expansion  reached  the industrial  world  through  Hong Kong
must  lead  to  the  overstatement  of the  share  of  its  exports  to  the  South.- 20 -
Table 3:  TREND ANALYSIS  OF THE SHARE  OF SELECTED  DEVELOPING  COUNTRIES'
MANUFACTURED  EXPORTS  GOINC  TO DEVELOPING  COUNTRIES, 1965-1985
(a,b,c  and  d denote,  respectively,  10, 5, 2.5 and
1 percent  significance  level)
Change in
Exporting  Average  annual  change in the share,  %  trend  between
country  sub-periods
1965-1985  1965-1973  1974-1985
Romania  2 .9d  -3.1b  2.8d  Yesd
Tunisia  -2.2c  No  trend  No  trend  Noa
Turkey  9 1d  19.7d  9.3  Yesa
Yugoslavia  No trend  _7.0d  No  trend  Yesd
China  -0  4c  _0.9a  0.5a  Yesb
India  -. 1 1b  No  trend  _4.4d  Yesc
Pakistan  -0. 7a  -3.1b  No  trend  Noa
Hong Kong  2.3d  -3.7d  5 9d  yesd
Korea,  Rep. of  4 . 6d  5.0c  6*0d  yesd
Singapore  _2 * 9d  -6.9d  No  trend  yesd
Taiwan  -2.7c  -13.2d  No trend  yesd
Indonesia  3.9d  No trend  4.5d  Noa
Malaysia  0.6  4.7d  1.8b  yesd
Philippines  5*0d  19.5d  2.9c  yesd
Thailand  3.Oc  No trend  3.4d  Noa
Argentina  0 . 9a  7.1d  -2.3d  yesd
Brazil  0.9C  -2.5b  1. 5 a  yesb
Chile  8*1d  11.4d  No trend  yesd
Mexico  .6.0d  No trend  -15.6d  yesd
Source:  Summary of estimation  results  reported  in Table  AII.4 based on data
given in Table AII.2 of the Appendix obtained from Trade Matrix
Software  and Data Base,  UN, DIESA.
Note:  OLSQ estimates for log y =  log a +  t log b  derived from the
expression y  =  abt  where y  stands for export share and  t for
time.  Average  annual  change  is  computed  from  the  estimated
coefficient for t,  i.e., log b, where  b  =  (l+r), r being  the
compound rate  of  growth.  Chow  test was  applied  to  determine
whether there was a statistically  significant  change in the trend
between  the two sub-periods. Manufactures  are defined as SITC 5 to
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During the second  sub-period,  1974 to 1985,  ten countries  had a
positive  trend in the share of their  manufactured  exports going to the
South.  Three countries  had  a decline,  and for the  remaining  six countries
there  was no significant  trend.  The ten countries  with a positive  trend
included  all but  two  (Singapore  and  Taiwan)  South  East  Asian  countries  in  the
sample (i.e., Hong Kong, Korea, Indonesia,  Malaysia  the Philippines  and
Thailand),  plus  Brazil,  China,  Ronania  and  Turkey. With  the  certain  except.. 
of Romania,  most of these  countries  had export-oriented  trade regimes  n:.
adopted  such  strategies  by  the  1980s.
The three  countries  which  had a declining  trend  in their  share  of
exports  going to the  South  were  Argentina,  India  and Mexico. The first  two
certainly  were  not  examples  of liberal  or  outward-oriented  trade  regimes. In
the  case  of  Mexico,  the  expansion  of  "maquiladora"  industries  along  its  border
with  the  USA  is  a  major  factor  influencing  the  direction  of its  exports.
The  individual  country  experiences  can  be  summarized  as follows: (i)
A decline  in the share  of manufactured  exports  going  to the South  was the
characteristic  trend  during  the  period  through  1?3  for those  countries  with
relatively  more liberal  trade  regimes. (ii)  During  the  1974-1985  period,  for
most countries  there  was  an increase  in this share.  (iii)  Over the longer
period,  from  1965  to 1985,  the  predominant  development  was  an increase  in  the
proportion  of South-South  trade  and  a narrowing  down  in the  variation  of this
share  across  countries.
II.2.(iii)  Do Previous  Stylization  Hold?
Concerning  the overall  picture  and the experience  of 6eographical
regions,  we found  that  the  previous  stylization  - a  decline  in  the  proportion- 22  -
of exports  to the South  throughout  the  early  1970s  and  an increasing  trend
then on - held only for Southern  Europe  and Asia.  This pattern  was more
pronounced  in manufactures. Otherwise  the predominant  development  was an
increase  in the  share  of  South's  export  to  South  over  the  whole  period.
Most importantly,  we found no monotonous  relationship,  consistenc
over time,  between  countries'  trade  policy  orientation  and the  trends  in the
proportion  of their trade with the South.  While in the earlier  period
countries  with relatively  liberal  trade  regimes  had  a more  marked  decline  in
the  share  of their  trade  with  the  South,  in the  later  period  it  appeared  that
openness  went  hand in hand  with  more trade  with the  South.  An interesting
finding  over the  longer  period  was  a movement  towards  "normalization"  in the
proportion  of exports  to the  South. Latin  America  - which  had  a relatively
high proportion  of its trade  with the South  - was the only region  which
experienced  some  decline  in  this  share  during  the  more  recent  period.
Part  of the  explanation  why our  revised  and  updated  results  to some
extent  contradict  previous  findings  lies  in the  definition  of the  South  and,
in the case of manufactures,  differences  in product  coverage. iWe  included
OPEC as part of the South,  whereas  some  previous  studies  kept it apart.  1/
Nevertheless,  our  results  are  robust  as to  the  consistency  of the  data  it'
1/  As pointed  out  by Donges  (1987)  in  his  comment  to Havrylyshyn  (1985),  the
exclusion  of OPEC from  the analysis  of the trends  in South-South  trade
cannot  be easily  justified. "As to the incidence  of OPEC countries  as
markets  of destination,  it should  be borne  in  mind  that  they  are  probably
not much more different  from  other  developing  countries  than the newly
industrializing  countries  are, although  the reasons  for heterogeneity
differ.  Therefore,  there  is not much  use  in excluding  OPEC from  South-
South  trade. The  interesting  point,  which  deserves  more  emphasis,  is  that
not all, but only a few, developing  countries,  mainly  from East Asia,
proved  able  to  seize  the  opportunities  offered  by the  rapidly  growing  OPEC
markets. To put  it in  another  way,  supply  rather  than  demand  factors  have
determined  the expansion  of South-South  trade  to a considerable  extent"
(pp.  42-43).- 23  -
terms of country  and product  definition.  1/  Furthermore,  we analyzed  the
trends  rather  than  making  inferences  based  on  discrete  observations.
II.2.(iv)  Relative  Growth  Rates  of  the  North  and  the  South  Revisited
The longer term developments  in the destination  of the South's
exports  - as well  as cyclical  fluctuations  in this  share  2/  - were closely
related  to the growth  rate  differential  between  the  South  and  the  North. As
for  the  longer  term,  the  essence  of the  argument  is  Arthur  Lewis'  (1980)  "The
Slowing  Down  of the  Engine  of  Growth". During  the  1963-1973  period  developed
countries  had an annual  average  growth  rate  of 4.7 percent  while that for
developing  countries  was  6.4  percent;  36 percent  higher.  3/  In  the  following
decade,  1973-1983,  the respective  figures  were  2.4  and  4.8 percent,  i.e.  the
average  annual  growth  rate  of  the  developing  countries  was  double  that  for  the
developed  countries.
Figure  2 depicts  the cyclical  movements  in the  destination  of the
South's  exports  and the growth  rate differential  between  the  South  and the
North  (South  minus  North). While  the  destination  of total  exports  appears  to
be insensitive  to  yearly  fluctuations  in  the  growth  gap,  the  turning  points  in
1/  The high level of aggregation  of the basic data we use is also an
advantage.
2/  The cyclical  fluctuations  in this share were observed  by Havrylyshyn
(1985).  "As the industrial  countries  entered  their  first  recession  in
1975,  the share  of South-South  trade  increased,  but then  fell  again  with
the recovery  in 1976-1977.  As the  recovery  showed  signs  of  weakening  in
1978  and  eventually  bespoke  itself  clearly  as a recession,  the  share  again
went  up.  This  is  not  to  say  that  the  increase  in  this  share  since  1973  is
temporary  and  will be lost in the  eighties  as industrial  countries  move
out  of the  present  recession"  (p.  268).
3/ Growth  rates  are based  on real  GDP in 1980  market  values.  ANDREX  Data
Base,  the  World  Bank;  OLSQ  estimates  for  period  averages.- 24  -
Figure  2:  SHARE  OF DEVELOPING  COUNTRIES' EXPORTS  GOING
TO DEVELOPING  COUNTRIES  AND THE GDP GROWTH  RATE DIFFERENTIAL
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0  SHARE  OF  MANUFACTURED  *  SHARE  OF  TOTAL  EXPORTS  D  OIFFERENCE  IN  GROWTH  RATES
EXPORTS
Sources: Trade: Trade  Matrix  Software  and  Data Base,  UN,  DIESA;
GDP:  ANDREX  Data  Base,  the  World  Bank.
Note: See  table  AII.1  in the  Appendix  for  the  data.- 25  -
the share of manufactured  exports  going  to the South  closely  follow  this
pattern.  These observations  are confirmed  by the results  of  regression
analysis. When  the growth  differential  was included  in the  trend  equations,
it had  a positive  impact  significant  in the  case  of manufactured  exports  and
especially  so  for  the  Asian  region.  1/
Since the 1983 recovery  in industrial  countries,  the North-South
growth  gap  has reduced  considerably.  The  annual  average  rates  of  growth  for
the 1983-1987  period  were,  respectively,  3.2  and 5 percent  for  the  North  and
the South. This  reduction  in the  growth  gap  slowed  down  the increase  in the
share  of exports  going  to the  South. However  for  the  period  through  1985  for
which consistent  trade data are available,  only in 1983 this share for
manufactures  exhibited  a decline  for  most  of  the  developing  countries.
Preliminary  data for the period  since  1985 show that,  despite  the
recent  expansion  in the  OECD area  and stagnation  in parts  of the  developing
world,  there  was no notable  decline  in the  proportion  of South's  exports  to
the South.  On the contrary,  in the  case  of South  East  Asia, there  was an
increase  in this share. What is probably  more  notable  is the recent  South
American experience.  Despite import contraction  and  ambitious export
1/  1965-1973  1974-1985
Asia  -0.96  - 0.046T  +  0.007D  -1.62  +  0.026T  +  0.018D
2 = 0.96 (14.58) (2.58)  §2  =  0.81  (6.84)  (2.27)
All  developing  -1.26  - 0.014T  + 0.005D  -1.41  +  0.015T  +  0.012D
g2 = 0.61  (3.81)  (1.46)  =  0.52  (3.67)  (1.33)
T  and  D  denote, respectively,  the  time  trend and  the  growth  rate
differential. The dependent  variable  of the semi-logarithmic  expression  is
the  logarithm  of export  share  in manufacturers.  In parentheses  t values  are
given. For  comparison,  see  Table  AII.3  in  the  Appendix.- 26  -
promotion  efforts  by some  of  them  - mainly  targering  industrial  countries  - to
cope  with the  debt crisis  (see  Laird  and Nogues  '1988)),  the intra-regional
share  of  their  exports  picked  up  in 1986  and  was  stable  throughout  1988.  1/
III.  SOUTH'S  STRUCTURE  OF  PROTECTION  AND SOUTH-SOUTH  TRADE EXPANSION  WITH
NON-DISCRIMINATORY  LIBERALIZATION
I.1.  The  Basis  for  South-South  Trade  Expansion  through  Non-Discriminatory
Liberalization:  Theoretical  Underpinnings
The basis  of trade  can  be loosely  classified  into  two sources. One
is comparative  advantage  arising  from differences  among  countries'  tastes,
technologies  and resource  endowments,  along the lines  of Ricardian  or the
Heckscher-Ohlin  frameworks. Comparative  advantage  applies  at the level  of
industries,  determining  the  pattern  and  volume  of inter-industry  trade. The
other major source  of trade  besides  comparative  advantage  is economies  of
scale which leads to specialization  in individual  products  within each
industry  and often  manifests  itself  as intra-industry  trade.  2/  Yet, scale
economies  can  apply  to product  lines  so large  - especially  in  relation  to  the
size  of markets  in most developing  countries  - that their  exploitation  may
require  inter-industry  trade  (Krugman  (1986)).  This  additional  specialization
due  to scale  economies,  whether  it takes  the  form  of inter-  or intra-industry
1/  Intra-LAIA  (Latin  American  Integration  Association)  exports  declined  from
12 percent  in 1982  to 9 percent  in 1983-1985. Since  1986 this  was up
again  around  11  percent.
2/  The original  Linder  (1961  and 1967)  hypothesis  - demand  patterns  among
countries at  similarly  high income leve's being the basis of  non-
comparative  advantage  trade  - in later  literature  was reduced  to the  act
of "product  differentiation"  and the existence  of returns  to scale in
differentiated  products  (see,  e.g.,  Krugman  (1980)).- 27  -
trade,  includes  an arbitrary  or  historical  element;  i.e.,  on an ex-ante  basis
where  a specific  good  would  be  produced  iss  indeterminate  (see,  e.g.,  Helpman
and  Krugman  (1985)).
To explore  the  direction  of trade  under  liberalization,  as a  first
approsimation  let South  and North  be described  as two  clusters  of countries
similar  among  themselves  in  terms  of  their  supply  and  demand
characteristics.  The most rudimentary  exercise  would  be to look into  what
would happen  in a  three  country  framework  when two Southern  countries  move
from  autarky  to free  trade  in  the  existence  of  a barrier  free  North. Loosely
formulated,  on the basis of dissimilarities,  Ricardian  and Heckscher-Ohlin
type  of inter-industry  trade  would  expand  more between  the  Southern  countries
and  the  North  compared  to the  expansion  within  the  South. On the  other  hand,
within  the South,  non-comparative  advantage  trade  among  similars,  taking  the
form  of inter-  or intra-industry  trade  would  be greater.
In this  framework,  the  determinants  of the  relative  level  of South-
South trade are reduced  to a comparison  of the potential  for comparative
advantage  versus  non-comparative  advantage  trade. Although  it  is  an  empirical
question,  in the  existence  of major  disparities  in supply  and  demand  factors
between  the Southern  countries  and the North,  a move from  autarky  to free
trade  would likely  result  in the  domination  of the  former  type  of trade  over
t.he  latter.  However,  the outcome  could  be different (i) if the starting
point  were not autarky  but protectionism  with  a non-uniform  structure  and/or
(ii) if the liberalization  were not a uniform  and complete  elimination  of
trade barriers.  A  seemingly  paradoxical  yet realistic  case is when the
Southern  countries have relatively  higher tariffs  and other restrictive
barriers  on goods in which they are competitive. As such a structure  of
protection  can  be prohibitive  for  non-comparative  advantage  intra-South  trade- 28  -
based on economies  of scale,  it is conceivable  that likely  liberalization
scenarios  could  significantly  augment  the  share  of South-South  trade.
As  differences  in  supply  and  demand  characteristics  between  the  NIEs,
for instance,  and the low income  developing  countries  are in certain  cases
greater than that between  the former  and the North,  comparative  advantage
trade in Ricardian  and Heckscher-Ohlin  goods in South-South  trade  could be
substantial. The "chain  of comparative  advantage"  conceptualized  by Krueger
(1977)  is a useful  framework  to explore  the consequences  of liberalization.
Accordingly,  under free trade,  countries  specialize  in sub-segments  of the
spectrum  of goods. With  some  protection  of all  goods,  a country  somewhere  in
the  middle  of the chain  of comparative  advantage,  for  instance  a NIE,  would
have  domestic  production  of goods  extending  beyond  both  the  upper  (North)  and
lower (South)  limits  of its  free  trade  specialization  segment.  1/  In this
framework,  while an across  the board reduction  in protection  would expand
imports from both the South and  the North, for instance  a  more than
proportionate  reduction  in  highly  protected  goods  can  have  a bias  depending  on
the  structure  of  protection.  If  the  initial  protection  on  domestic  production
competing  with South's  exports is relatively  higher,  the resulting  trade
expansion  would  be in favor  of imports  from  South.  It is also  obvious  from
this framework  where countries  specialize  along the spectrum  of  goods,
selectivity  in terms  of goods  in (non-discriminatory)  liberalization  is as
well  selectivity  in  terms  of their  origin.
1/  The  further  away  a good lies  from  this  in  both  directions,  the  higher  is
the level of protection  required  for domestic  production. This is an
indirect  formulation  of the factor  proportions  hypothesis  which  can be
tested  using  effective  protection  rates.  Due to imperfect  competition
arising  from  the  smallness  of the  domestic  market  and  scale  requirements,
however,  the  hypothesis  has  to  be  modified  (see  Erzan  (1983)).- 29  -
Comparative advantage trade  is  a  well  understood phenomenon
especially  in the  North-South  context  which  is directly  applicable  to intra-
South trade - to the extent that relative  factor endowments  among the
developing  countries  do  differ. On the  other  hand,  non-comparative  advantage
trade  is a much less  explored  area,  especially  in  the  context  of South-South
trade.  As the level  of intra-industry  trade  - often identified  with non-
comparative  advantage  trade  - appeared  to  be  closely  associated  with  the  stage
of development  1/ (see,  e.g.,  Havrylyshyn  -nd  Civan  (1983)),  the  topic  was
considered  mainly  in the  domain  of intra-North  trade.  2/  It  is  only  recently
that  attention  is  being  paid  to the  possibility  that  not  only  in  manufactures,
but  even  in  primary  goods,  returns  to  scale  could  be an  important  determinant
in the location  of production  and trade,  3/ and that due to the often
excessively  small size of  their markets,  scale might be a  particularly
prominent factor in both inter-  and  intra-industry  trade of  developing
countries  (Krugman  (1986)).
Still,  the  emphasis  is  on the  North-South  axis  under  the  presumption
that for  products  in  which  the  South  has  a comparative  advantage,  returns  to
scale  can be exploited  by reaching  the Northern  markets.  What if some of
these  goods  are  only  in  demand  in  the  Southern  markets? This  is  considered  as
one of the explanations  of the increasingly  important  trade  in engineering
1/ The  argument  is  that,  in  final  goods,  demand  for  differentiated  products  -
giving  rise  to economies  of scale  - requires  high  income  levels  and that
in intermediate  goods, to exploit  complementarities  in production,  a
diversified  industrial  capacity  is  necessary.
2/  Some studies,  nevertheless,  looked into the  intra-industry  trade of
developing  countries;  e.g., Balassa  (1979)  Erzan  and Laird  (1984)  and
Havrylyshyn  and  Civan  (1985).
3/  The  typical  example  provided  for  primary  goods  relates  to returns  to scale
in transportation  facilities.- 30  -
goods  among  developing  countries.  Presumably  first  lower  quality  varieties  of
products  find  markets  in  developing  countries  before  achieving  competitiveness
in  higher quality, saleable in  industrialized  countries.  1/  If  this
phenomenon  - which  should  have  generality  beyond  the engineering  goods  - is
taking  place  in the face  of much  higher  levels  of protection  in developing
countries  (compared  to tha industrialized  countries),  its  potential  for the
expansion  of  South-South  trade  is  obvious.
III.2. The  Bias  in  the  Structure  of Developing  Countries'  Protection
against  South-South  Trade
Does the structure  of developing  countries'  protection  discriminate
against  products  in which they have,  as a group,  a revealed  comparative
advantage? We address  this  question  by analyzing  the  level  of import  duties
and  the frequency  of non-tariff  measures  (NTMs)  of individual  countries  with
respect to  (i)  the revealed comparative  advantage index of  developing
countries  2/ taken  as a whole  and (ii)  the  share  of imports  in each country
originating  from  developing  countries.
Following  the  Balassa  (1965)  tradition,  non-manufactures  are  excluded
from the analysis  since due to major distortions  in the developed  and
developing  countries,  the pattern  of this trade has little relation to
international  competitiveness. Manufactures  are considered  in 34 product
groups  at the  2-digit  level  of the  SITC  (rev.  2)  5  to  8 less  68.
I/  Presumably  the  "softer"  markets  in  other  developing  countries  serve  as the
second  "platform"  after the home  market  (see,  e.g.,  Alavi  and Alikhani
(1985)  and  Havrylyshyn  and  Alikhani  (1989)).
2/  The definition  of developing  countries  used  here is consistent  with that
of the previous  sections  and is given in notes  to the Appendix  Table
AII.l.- 31  -
Three measures  of protection  are employed  (i) the rate of total
import  duties  (i.e.,  customs  duties  and/or  fiscal  duties,  i.e.,  tariffs,  plus
other  border  changes  on imports,  i.e.,  para-tariffs),  (ii)  the frequency  of
quantitative restrictions (i.e.,  restrictive licensing,  quotas  and
prohibition)  that  fall  into  a product  group,  and  (iii)  the  frequency  of (any)
NTMs in general. These  measures  do not take  into  consideration  the  regional
trade  preferences. Details  of the data including  the  methodology  in taking
sectoral  averages  for  import  duties  and  computing  the  frequency  counts  of  NTMs
are  given  in  Appendix  I.
The analysis  is  applied  to 53 developing  countries  representing  all
geographical  regions  snd  levels  of industrialization  for  which  consistent  data
were  available.  1/
III.2.(i)  Revealed  Comparative  Advantage  of the  South
The revealed  comparative  advantage  index  reflecting  the  world  export
share of all developing  countries  taken together  in the 34 manufactured
product  groups  was calculated  based  on 1983  trade  flows  (see  Appendix  III).
Then the correlation  between this index - which ranks the manufactures
according  to the  competitiveness  of the  South  as an actual  (and  prospective)
supplier  - and  each  of the  three  proxies  for  the  sectoral  levels  of protection
in the  53  developing  countries  was  computed.  A positive  correlation  implies  a
bias against  exports  of developing  countries,  disregarding  the part.cular
demand  and  domestic  supply  conditions  of  the  importer.
1/ In  addition  to  lack  of  data  and  obvious  inconsistencies  in  data,  around  15
developing  countries  were excluded  from the  analysis due  to  their
extremely  small  economic  size.- 32  -
Table 4  gives the correlation  results  where Spearman  rank order
correlation  coefficients  are  reported  only  when  significant  at the  10 percent
level. It  is  observed  that  in  47  of the  53  country  sample  the  level  of import
duties  had a positive  correlation  with the  comparative  advantage  ranking  of
the product  groups.  The coefficients  had a value  in the  range  of 0.29 to
0.66,  most  of them  significant  at the  one  percent  level. There  was  no case  of
a  negative  correlation.  The  six  countries  which  proved  to  have  no significant
correlation  were Bolivia,  India,  Kuwait,  Libya,  Oman and Qatar;  only one,
India,  had  a significant  manufacturing  sector.
The results  concerning  quantitative  restrictions  and  NTMs in  general
were  significant  only  for  roughly  half  of the  country  sample. Whenever  there
was  a significant  correlation,  however,  its  sign  was nearly  always  positive.
The exceptions  were in the case of Algeria,  Costa Rica, Kuwait  and the
Philippines.
It was notable  that for  most of the Sub-Saharan  African  and Latin
American  countries  under consideration,  there  was a  significant  positive
correlation  between the frequency  of  NTMs and  the  overall comparative
advantage  index  of the developing  countries. In South  and South  East  Asia,
however,  only  Bangladesh,  Indonesia  and  Pakistan  had  such  a correlation.
It should  be  noted  that  the  proxy  used  for  NTM  protection  is  indeed  a
very imperfect  measure  (see  Appendix  I).  Given  that  the  proxy  only  measures
the  existence  - not the  actual  use  or the  restrictiveness  - of the  NTMs,  the
results  are  surprisingly  strong. Consequently,  it  cannot  be  ruled  out  that  in
the  more  advanced  and sophisticated  Asian  countries  the  tested  relation  does
not  hold  due  to  more  flexible  use  of  the  existing  NTMs.- 33  -
Table  4:  RANK  CORRELATION  BETWEEN  THE REVEALED  COMPARATIVE  ADVANTAGE
INDEX /a  OF DEVELOPING  COUNTRIES  AS A WHOLE  IN  MANUFACTURED
PRODUCT  GROUPS  /b  AND  THE  LEVEL  OF IMPORT  DUTIES,
FREQUENCY  OF  QUANTITATIVE  RESTRICTIONS  AND  ALL
NON-TARIFF  MEASURES  (NTMs)  IN  INDIVIDUAL
DEVELOPING  COUNTRIES
(Spearman  rank  order  correlation  coefficient  reported  only  if
significant  at the  10  percent  level,  *  and  **  denote  significance
at the  5 percent  and  1  percent  level,  respectively)
Average/c  Frequency  of /d  Frequency  of /e
Import  Duties  Quantitative  (any)  NTMs
Rest  rict  ions
Sub-Saharan  Africa
Cameroon  0.51**
Central  African  Rep.  0.59**
Congo  0.60**
Cote  d'Ivoire  0.49**
Ghana  0.33  0.56*^  0.57**
Kenya  0.50**  0.64**  0.64**
Nigeria  0.53**  0.46**  0.46**
Senegal  0.64**  0.33
Sudan  0.56**  0.49**  0.49**
Tanzania  0*50**
Zaire  0.65**  0.46**
North  Africa  and
Middle  East
Algeria  0.64**  -0.30
Bahrain  0.29
Egypt  0.64**  0.48  *  0.55**
Iraq  0.61**  0.36*  0.36*
Jordan  0.55**
Kuwait  -0.32  -0.32
Libya  0.35*
Morocco  0.59**  0.33
Oman
Qatar
Saudi  Arabia  0.49**
Syria  0.69**
Tunisia  0.66**  0.57**  0.52**





Bangladesh  0.65**  0.60**  0.60**
India
Pakistan  0.57**  0.32
Sri  Lanka  0.56**- 34  -
Average/c  Frequency  of  /d  Frequency  of /e
Import  Duties  Quantitative  (any)  NTMs
Restrictions
Cont'd
South  East  Asia
Indonesia  0.46**  0.34*  0.30
Korea  (Rep.  of)  0.53**
Malaysia  0.50**




Argentina  0.35*  0.32  0.33
Bolivia  0.32  0.42*
Brazil  0.49**  0.37*  0.35*
Chile  0.47**
Colombia  0.52**  0.48-*  0.45**
Costa  Rica  0.65**  -0.47*i-  -0.47**




Mexico  0.57**  0.43*
Paraguay  0.60**
Peru  0.58**  0.53**  0.53**
Trinidad  and  Tobago  0.57**  0.37*  0.37*
Uruguay  0.49**
Venezuela  0.55**  0.48**  0.55**
Sources: Trade:  UNSO  COMTRADE  Data  Base;  import  duties  and  NTMs:  UNCTAD  Data
Base  on  Trade  Control  Measures  based  on official  national  sources.
Notes:
ia  Index  of  revealed comparative  advantage:  the  share of  developing
countries'  exports  in world exports  for each product  group  divided by
their  share in total  world  exports  of manufactures,  1983 (see  Appendix
III).
/b  Product  groups:  SITC rev. 2, 5 to 8 less 68, a total  of 34 2-digit
manufactured  product  groups.
/c Average  import  duties:  arithmetic  average  of tariffs  and  other  ad valorem
import  changes  in  each  product  group. See  Appendix  I for  details.
/d  Frequency  of  quantitative  restrictions:  percentage  of tariff-lines  in  each
product  group  subject  to  restrictive  licensing,  quotas  or prohibition  (see
Appendix  I),  without  double  counting.
/e  Frequency  of any NTM: percentage  of tariff-lines  in each product  group
subject  to any NTM, i.e.,  quantitative  restrictions,  money  and finance
measures,  control  of price level or single  channel for imports (see
Appendix  I),  without  double  counting.- 35  -
III.2.(ii)  South's  Share  in Imports
The analysis  of the structure  of developing  countries'  protection
with respect  to goods in which the South  has a comparative  advantage  in
general  is extended  by focusing  on the  share  of imports  from this  origin  in
individual  developing  countries. In the absence  of (positive  or negative)
discrimination  by origin  of imports,  a relatively  larger  share  of imports  in  a
certain  product  group coming  from developing  countries  denotes  a stronger
comparative  advantage  for  this  group  of countries  vis-a-vis  the  importer. If
these  goods  happen  to face  relatively  higher  levels  of trade  barriers,  it  can
be  concluded  that  the  structure  of  protection  has  a bias  against  the  South.
The  correlation  between  the  share  of imports  from  the  South  with  the
three  measures  of protection  described  above is computed  for the  developing
countries  under  consideration.  1/  The results  are  given  in  Table  5  where  the
Pearson  correlation  coefficients  are  reported  only  when  significant  at the 10
percent  level. Concerning  import  duties,  half  of the  countries  in the  sample
had  a significant  correlation  and  with  two  exceptions,  Morocco  and  Yugoslavia,
all were positive.  The range  of the coefficient  was 0.30 to 0.73, most
significant  at the  one  percent  level.
Most  of  the  countries  which  had  a significant  correlation  between  the
South's  share in their imports  and import  duties facing  them also had a
significant  and positive  correlation  between  the  former  and the  frequency  of
quantitative  restrictions  and  NTMs in general.  There was  a  negative
correlation  only  in  the  case  of  Algeria,  India  and  Tanzania.
1/ One  country,  Romania  was  excluded  from  the  53  country  sample  as there  were
no-trade  data  at  the  SITC  2-digit  level.- 36  -
Table  5:  CORRELATION  BETWEEN  THE  SHARE  OF IMPORTS  /a  FROM  DEVELOPING
COUNTRIES  IN  MANUFACTURED  PRODUCT  GROUPS  /b  AND  THE  LEVEL  OF IMPORT
DUTIES,  FREQUENCY  OF  QUANTITATIVE  RESTRICTIONS  AND  ALL  NON-TARIFF
MEASURES  (NTMs) IN  INDIVIDUAL  DEVELOPING  COUNTRIES
(Correlation  coefficient  repOrLed  only  if  significant  at
the  10  percent  level,  *  and  **  denote  significance
at the  5  percent  and  1  percent  level,  respectively)
Average/c  Frequency  of /d  Frequency  of  /e




Central  African  Rep.  0.51**  0.36*
Coligo  0.39*  0.38*
Cote  d'Ivoire  0.44**
Ghana  0.43*
Kenya  0.34*  0.34*
Nigeria  0.49**  0.52**  0.52**
Senegal  0.36*
Sudan  0.37*  0.37*
Tanzania  -0.55**
Zaire  0.61**  0.34*
North  Africa  and
Middle  East













United  Arab  Emirates
Southern  Europe
Yugoslavia  -0.44**  0.29  0.29
South  Asia
Bangladesh  0.51**  0.35*  0.35*
India  -0.38*  -0.43*
Pakistan
Sri  Lanka  0.58**- 37  -
Average/c  Frequency  of  /d  Frequency  of  /e
Import  Duties  Quantitative  (any)  NTMs
Restrictions
Cont'd
South  East  Asia
Indonesia  0.45**  0.41*  0.33






Argentina  0.66**  0.65**
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile  0.55**  0.61**
Colombia






Paraguay  0.43*  0.37*  0.37*
Peru  0.53**  0.42*  0.42*
Trinidad  and  Tobago  0.65**  0.79**  0.67**
Uruguay  0.47**  0.33  0.40*
Venezuela  0.53**  0.36*
Sources:  Trade:  UNSO  COMTRADE  Data  Base;  import  duties  and  NTMs: UNCTAD  Data
Base  on  Trade  Control  Measures  based  on  official  national  sources.
Notes:
7a'Import shares:  imports  from  developing  countries  as  a  percentage  of  the
country's  imports  from  all  sources,  1983.
/b  Product  groups:  SITC  rev.  2,  5  to  8  less  68,  a  total  of  34  2-digit
manufactured  product  groups.
/c  Average  import  duties:  arithmetic  average  of  tariffs  and  other  ad  valorem
import  changes  in  each  product  group.  See  Appendix  I  for  details.
/d  Frequency  of  quantitative  restrictions:  percentage  of  tariff-lines  in  each
product  group  subject  to  restrictive  licensing,  quotas  or  prohibition  (see
Appendix  I),  without  double  counting.
/e  Frequency  of  any  NTM: percentage  of  tariff-lines  in  each  product  group
subject  to  any  NTM, i.e.,  quantitative  restrictions,  money  and  finance
mteasures,  control  of  price  level  or  single  channel  for  imports  (see
Appendix  I),  without  double  counting.- 38  -
It was observed  that in most of the Sub-Saharan  African  countries
both  customs  duties  and  NTMs  appeared  to  discriminate  against  imports  from  the
South.  In Asia and Latin  America  this  held true for roughly  half of the
countries  under  consideration  yet  not  for  most  of the  major  trading  nations  of
these  regions.
III.2.(iii)  Some  Inferences
Some  inferences  can  be  made  cuncerning  the  structure  of  protection  in
individual  countries  by comparing  the  two  sets  of results  above,  one  obtained
by using the revealed  comparative  advantage  index  of the South,  the other
based  on the  share  of countries'  imports  from  this  origin.
For the  major  exporters  of manufactures  in Asia and Latin  America,
the finding that the structure  of protection  had a  significant  positive
correlation  with the  revealed  comparative  advantage  index  of the  South  - but
not with their import  shares  originating  from the South - points  at two
factors.  One is the fact  that  these  countries'  exports  have  a predominant
weight  in the overall  index  of revealed  comparative  advantage  of the South.
Hence  the  high  correlation  between  this  index  and  their  trade  barriers  can  be
interpreted  as the protection  of competitive  industries  - which  is primarily
an impediment  to intra-industry  trade.  The second  factor  is regional  trade
preferences,  especially  in Latin  America,  which  are  not incorporated  in the
proxies  of protection  employed  here. Preferential  treatment  in  especially  the
highly  protected  gtc.ds  would  induce  relatively  higher  import  shares  for the
South.
The significance  of the correlation  results  for  most of the Sub-
Saharan  African  countries  in terms  of both  the  revealed  comparative  advantage
index  of the South  and the import  shares  is noteworthy. It underlines  a- 39  -
distinctly  higher level  of protection  on their  existing  and "prospective"
industries.  Reduction  of this  bias  by  non-discriminatory  liberalization  could
increase  the  proportion  of their  Southern  trade.
IV. SUMMARY  AND  CONCLUDING  REMARKS
For  most  developing  countries,  the  proportion  of their  exports  - both
total  and  manufactures  - going  to  other  developing  countries  has  been  steadily
increasing  since  the  early  1970s. In the  light  of  the  previous  record,  such
development  used to be associated  with inward-looking  trade  strategies  and
regional  trading  arrangements.  Up to the  early  1970s,  most  of the  relatively
outward-oriented  developing  countries  experienced  a decline  in the share  of
their trade  with other developing  countries,  particularly  in manufactures.
Since  the  early 1970s,  however,  outward-orientation  often  went hand in hand
with  more  South-South  trade.
The "slowing  down of the engine  of growth"  was a major factor
affecting the  direction of  developing  countries'  trade.  However, the
resumption  of growth  in the  industrial  countries  did  not  alter  the  increasing
trend  in South-South  trade  - a phenomenon  which  can  be interpreted  as one  of
the  signals  of  a new  international  economic  environment.
It was shown  that  the structure  of tariff  and non-tariff  protection
in most developing  countries  discriminates  against  products  which  could be
competitively  supplied  from  other  developing  countries.  Hence,  an across  the
board  non-discriminatory  liberalization  in  developing countries would
generally  be in favor  of South-South  trade,  and  more  so if  the  liberalization
had  an emphasis  on sectors  with  relatively  higher  levels  of  protection.- 40  -
The paper did not analyze  the possible  impact  of the erosion  of
regional trade  preferences  resulting from multilateral liberalization.
However,  this would  not change  the  general  conclusion  of the paper  to the
extent  that the preferences  tend to exclude  products  which receive  higher
levels  of protection  - as it  is  often  the  case.
A useful  starting  point  for  further  research  to  study  more  thoroughly
the  impact of  general liberalization  on  South-South  trade would be  a
systematic  investigation  of the direction  of trade  over time in individual
developing  countries  which have gone through  liberalization  episodes. The
"phases" in Bhagwati and  Krueger (1978), the  "indexes"  constructed  by
Michaely,  Choksi  and  Papageorgiou  (1989),  and  the  more  recent  record  of trade
policy  reforms  sponsored  by the  World  Bank (Thomas  (1989))  provide  valuable
information  on  the policy orientation  of  a  relatively  large number of
developing  countrie3  over  a period  of three  decades. However  this  approach
has two  weaknesses.  The first  pertains  to the  accuracy  and  relevance  of the
measures  used in these  studies  to delineate  various  phases  of liberalization.  1/
The second  is  a more fundamental  question. To what  extent  is  the  historical
record  a relevant  basis  to predict  the  direction  of trade  which  would  result
from (non-discriminatory)  trade liberalization  undertakings  in the current
setting?  Not only today's  South accounts  for a much bigger  share  of the
1/ The Michaely,  Choksi  and Papageorgiou  (1989)  country  studies  construct
rather  subjective  and country  specific  indexes  of trade  liberalization.
The more objective  measure  of outward  orientation  used by Bhagwati  anld
Krueger  (1978)  defines  a situation  where  incentives  for  export  activities
are as attractive  as that for import  substitution.  However,  while  this
would  hold for  the  economy  as a whole  and  implies  an essentially  neutral
and  liberal economic environment,  it  does not  rule out  selective
industrial  support  policies.  More importantly,  it does not rule out
relatively  high  levels  of tariff  and  NTM  protection.  With  two  exceptions,
nearly all outward  looking  NIEs maintained  an average  customs  charge
(tariffs  plus para-tariffs)  above  40 percent  and roughly  half of their
tariff  items  were  subject  to  some  NTM  (see  Erzan  et  al (1987)).- 41  -
market  but  also  policy  differences  and  growth  differentials  among  regions  and
individual  countries  over the last two to three  decades  have generated  a
vastly  more  diversified  South.  1/
An inherent  shortcoming  of the  curtznt  study  stems  from  its  treatment
of  the South as  an entity - especially  concerning  the destination  of
exports. An alternative  is constructing  groupings  for  developing  countries  -
both  as exporters  and importers  - depending  on their  characteristics  such  as
relative  factor  and  natural  resource  endowments.  Studying  the  trade  patterns
of such country  groups  in specific  product  categories  with respeLt  to the
structure  of protection  should  give  accurate  indications  of the  consequences
of possible  liberalization  scenarios.  Simulations  using  a partial  equilibrium
trade  model such  as in Erzan,  Laird  and  Yeats  (1988)  would  be useful  in this
exercise.
A  selective  approach  covering  a small  number  of countries  which  have
gone through  a reorientation  in their  trade  policies  is a route  which  would
allow a  closer focus.  Concentrating  on some products  and industries,  it
should  be feasible  to study  the direction  of trade  and its intra-industry
component  in  conjunction  with  the  extent  of actual  liberalization  or the  lack
of it.  2/  This  selective  approach  should  allow  some  assessment  of  the  impact
1/ A characteristic  proof  of the increasing  diversity  among  the  developing
countries  is the fact that in raw  materials;  and primary  products,  the
share of  South in all NIEs' imports  has  been secularly increasing
(Havrylyshyn  and  Wolf (1983)).
2/  This should  cast light  on the  apparent  puzzle  that the  level  of intra-
industry  trade  among the NIEs is significantly  lower than that among
developing  countries  as a whole  (Erzan  and  Laird  (1985)  and Havrylyshyn
and  Civan  (1985)).- 42 -
of  NTMs  and  possible discriminatory  practices including preferential
arrangements  concerning  the  direction  of trade.
Finally,  the  gravitational  approach  can  be  exploited  by  incorpocating
tariffs  and  NTMs  as  well  as proxies  for  comparative  advantage  in  additional  to
more  conventional  variables  such  as distance  and  market  size.- 43 -
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DATA  ON TARIFFS,  PARA-TARIFFS  AND  NON-TARIFF  MEASURES  OF
DEVELOPING  COUNTRIES
Data on tariffs,  para-tariffs  and non-tariff  measures  (NTMs)  were
compiled  and computerized  by the  UNCTAD  Data  Base on Trade  Control  Measures
based on published  official  national  sources.  Initially  the data set  was
targeted  to be up to  date  as of December  31,  1985. As some  of the  countries
concerned  verified  their  respective  data,  some  changes  which  occurred  during
1986-87  were  also  incorporated.
Trade  control  measures  (TCMs),  i.e.,  tariffs,  para-tariffs  and NTMs
covered  by the  current  analysis  are listed  in  Table  AI.1  below. This  is  not
an exhaustive  list  of TCMs  applied  in the  countries  concerned  but  only  those
measures on  which consistent  data across products and  countries were
available. Whether  a certain  type  of TCM  was applied  per  tariff-line  in a
product  specific  manner  and/or  across  the board is also denoted.  In the
current  study,  the  measure  was excluded  when its  application  was  across  the
board.
Tariffs are considered  to consist  of customs  duties  and include
fiscal  duties  when such  exist.  1/  Many  countries  have  a general  tariff  rate
and  an MPF (Most  Favored  NationT  rate,  for  certain  cases  the  rates  are  bound
under  GATT  and  occasionally  there  are  temporarily  reduced  rates. Furthermore,
there  exist  preferential  rates  within  economic  integration  groupings.  Ideally
the actual  applied tariff  rates - which  may vary according  to the trade
partners  - give the accurate  picture  of tariff  protection.  However,  to
determine  which  rate  a country  actually  applies  to its  various  trade  partners
necessitates  a major study.  2/  Also,  given  the  obvious  difficulty  to draw  a
unique  profile  based  on various  applied  rates,  a simplificatiton  had to be
made for the analysis  and presentation.  All preferential  rates  applied  in
economic  groupings  - for which  data are anyway  sparse  - were disregarded.
From  the  remaining  tariff  rates,  it  was  assumed  that  the  lowest  rate  a country
applied  to  any  of its  trade  partners  was  the  actual  MFN  rate.  3/
In most developing  countries,  in addition  to tariffs  proper,  there
are  a number  of other  charges  on imports,  so  called  the  para-tariffs.  In  the
present  study,  the  additional  import  charges  on  which  consistent  data  could  be
compiled  consist  of customs  surcharge  and  surtax,  stamp  tax,  other  fiscal
1/  In a number  of countries,  mainly  for  administrative  reasons,  tariffs  are
split  into  customs  duties  and  fiscal  duties.
2/  Cf.  the  GATT  Tariff  Study  which  covers  only  major  developed  market  economy
countries.
3/ The justification  for this simplification  is that most of the trading
partners  of almost  all  countries  enjoy4  MPN  treatment. This also  covers
the  temporarily  reduced  rates  which  are  usually  applied  on  an MFN  basis.- ii  -
Table  AI.l: TRADE CONTROL  MEASURES  COVERED  BY THE  STUDY  /a
TARIFFS:
Customs  Duties  and  Fiscal  Duties  /b
General  rates
MFN rates
Rates  Bound  under  CATT
Rates  Reduced  or Suspended
PARA-TARIFFS:
Additional  Fiscal  Charges
Customs  Surcharge  and  Surtax  /c
Stamp  Duty  /c
Additional  Fiscal  Charges  n.e.s.  /c
Other  Taxes  on Imports
Tax  on  Foreign  Exchange  Transaction  /c
NON-TARIFF  MEASURES  (NTMs):
Restrictive  Licensing
Discretionary  Licence  /c
Special  Import  Authorization
Licence  for  Selected  Purchasers
Quotas
Globalm  Quota




Suspension  of Issuance  of Import  Licences
Prohibition  n.e.s.
Money  and  Finance  Measures
Advance  Import  Deposit  /c
Foreign  Exchange  Licences,  Authorizations,  Permits,  Visas
M & F  Measures  n.e.s.  /c
Control  of Price  Level
Customs  Valuation  in  form  of Fixed  Unit  Values
Single  Channel  for  Imports
State  Trading  Monopoly
Sole  Importing  Agency
Source:  "The Profile  of Protection  in Developing  Countries",  Erzan  et al
(1987),  based  on  UNCTAD  Data  Base  on  Trade  Control  Measures.
Notes:
ai  This  is  not  an exhaustive  list  of trade  control  measures  in  the  countries
concerned.  It is confined  to measures  on which consistent  data were
available  and  therefore  were  included  in  the  analysis.
b/  When for a product  more than  one of the rates  listed  existed,  only the
lowest  of the  rates  was  considered  in  the  analysis.
ci  Trade control measures which were applied across the board in  some
countries (in others on a product specific  basis).  In the current
analysis,  the measure  was excluded  when its application  was  across  the
_-' _ - iii  -
charges  and  tax  on foreign  exchange  transactions.  Since  distinctions  between
tariffs  and para-tariffs  are of an institutional  nature  and their  economic
effects  are the same,  all these  charges  could  be added  up to give  a better
proxy  for  protection  by tariff-like  measures.  4/
For the  analysis  in the  current  study,  tariffs  and  para-tariffs  are
added up and referred  to, alternatively,  as import  duties  or total import
charges.
All TCM data were initially  compiled  at the national  tariff-line
level,  then  concorded  with  the  most  detailed  level  of the  Customs  Co-operation
Council  Nomenclature  (CCCN): i.e.  4-digit  plus  up to 2 alphabetic  codes.  5/
In the  primary  country  specific  computations  concerning  tariffs  and  para-
tariffs,  simple  averages  were used  to arrive  at the  average  rates  for each
CCCN item. 6/  In cases  where specific,  as opposed  to ad valorem  duties
applied,  the tariff-line(s)  was excluded  from  the  average.  7/  The averages
obtained  for  CCCN  items  accordingly  were  further  compressed  into  SITC  revision
2,  2-digit  product  groups,  again  by  taking  their  arithmetic  averages.  8/
A narrow  and a broader  definition  of NTMs were used in the study.
The  narrow  definition  consisted  of  quantitative  restrictions,  i.e.  restrictive
licensing,  quotas  and  prohibition.  The  broader  definition  included  money  and
finance  measures,  control  of  price  level  and  single  channel  for  imports.
4/  On the  other  hand,  the  institutional  differences  between  tariffs  and  para-
tariffs  are not unimportant.  While  tariffs  have  been traditionally  the
subject  of trade  negotiations  and were strictly  monitored,  para-tariffs
fell  in the  grey  area  where  national  governments  had  somewhat  freer  hands.
5/  The  CCCN  proper  has  4-digits. The  alphabetical  subdivisions  are the  1975
recommendationz  of the  CCC.  Together  with the  alphabetical  subdivisons,
the  classification  has  1832  items.
6/  An  alternative  method to arithmetic  means would be  trade weithted
averages.  However,  for most developing  countries  trade data at the
tariff-line  level  are  not  available.  Furthermore,  averages  using  current
trade weights are  biased due  to  the  depressing  effects of  trade
restrictions  on imports. For  a discussion  of aggregation  biases  in the
computation  of  tariff  averages,  see  Laird  and  Yeats  (1988a).
7/  On the  average,  only 1.7  percent  of the  tariff  positions  of the  countries
considered  had specific  rates  or rates  with specific  components. This
ratio  was 16 percent  in  one  country,  around  5  percent  in some  and  below  1
percent  in  others.
8/  SITC  rev.2  rather  than  rev.l  was  used  due  to  the  fact  that  the  concordance
between  CCCN  and  SITC  rev.2  is  much  superior  than  that  with  rev.l. At the
2-digit  level,  SITC  rev.2  contains  69 product  groups.- iv  -
NTMs in developing  countries  are,  in principle,  non-discriminatory.
It is very rare  that the legislations  on NTMs specify  partner  countries.
Also,  the type  of NTMs  most  commonly  used  are  of a general  nature  and  hence
are  not pointed  to individual  suppliers. For instance,  measures  such as
voluntary  export  restraints  (VERs)  are  practically  non-existent.
The  frequency  of  NTMs  in  a product  group  was  employed  in the  study  as
an indicative  measure. This  was  calculated  by first  computing  the  percentage
of tariff-lines  in a CCCN item  covered  by a certain  type  of NTM, counting
overlapping  NTMs  only  once.  If,  for  instance,  two tariff  lines  corresponded
to one  CCCN item,  this  coverage  ratio  could  theoretically  take  the  values  of
0, 50 or 100 percent.  Then these  ratios  were aggregated  for 2-digit  SITC
product  groups  by taking  their  arithmetic  avereges.
It should  be noted that  as the effects  of various  NTMs and their
application  can differ  from product  to product  and case to case, the NTN
frequency  count  does  not  necessarily  relate  to the  actual  restrictiveness  of
these  barriers.- v  -
APPEDIX  II
TRENDS IN  THE SHARE OF  DEVELOPING  CouTES"
EXPORTS OING  TO DEVELOPING  COUNIES:  1965-1985
STATISTICAL  TABLES,  CRAGS  AND TREND RECRESSION ESTINIOMSAlPI)IX  II
Table ATT.LI  SW E (F IWVIfTr  CAOIWTF.S'  PF25  nT?:  7n  )IEJPTNr  INJPS;
E~r11mvR  V (FJ  AVA1CAL  RWMPR /a  146%-R5
(vercsnt)
AlL  1SO'  MWmJP/
tbrth  Item:
-%1-  ltrth  (Al  Ib-  Africa  &  (AlI  aF  Qf.th
SUwaran  Afrtca &  Smuttern  latin  All  10opITR,  Saharan  lWidle  %Sthem  Latin  All  m1bqi  IMistrlal  M1cpft
Year  AfrtcR  M1ldle Fast  FRnpo  Asia  Aerica  rlve1optrm  in  volure  /c)  Africa  Fast  Fhro9e  Asia  'erica  1be1opirW  in voiwte 7C)  Gtris  Comtries
1i5  13  14  17  32  19  21  (1I)  18  46  22  36  22  2q  (30)  s.0  5.1
1966  12  15  16  33  14  21  (19)  12  40  22  36  21  27  (29)  5.0  5.2
197  13  14  15  12  IR  20  (IP)  13  4n0  l  33  23  ?7  (27)  3.5  2.1
14P  13  14  16  32  19  20  (IP)  14  29  17  33  23  26  (*26)  5.5  4.9
1969  14  17  14  I  19  21  (19)  16  48  16  31  23  27  (28)  5.4  P.s
1970  16  16  1S  30  19  21  (19)  21  39  17  31  23  27  (27)  3.4  11.9
1971  17  I8  15  30  19  21  (20)  22  41  17  29  23  27  (27)  3.6  6.1
1972  18  !8  14  2P  20  21  (2n)  23  39  14  26  2P  26  (26)  5.1  5.1
1973  18  IQ  16  27  21  21  (2n)  2D  37  16  26  27  25  (25)  5.7  k9
1974  14  2n  la  7A  23  22  (21)  21  43  1R  27  33  29  (29)  0.7  5.3
1975  17  21  21  in  22  23  (23)  26  48  23  20  3  32  (3?)  -43  4.5
1976  IR  23  18  2A  23  24  (23)  27  4R  2D  27  33  3n  (3n)  4.7  4.8
1977  19  20  22  I0  23  23  (23)  24  52  22  29  33  31  (x)  3.4  5.9
197R  16  21  21  in  21  24  (23)  17  47  22  ?4  29  29  (29)  4.1  h.n
1979  16  22  2D  3n  29  24  (24)  20  3  21  30  36  31  (31)  3.1  5.0
19D  13  73  21  32  26  25  (25)  23  48  22  33  32  33  On)  1.3  5.3
i18  18  24  26  32  29  27  (77)  25  52  26  31  w  34  (34)  2.0  3.3
1Am  17  29  28  16  25  3n  (30)  24  52  29  35  31  35  (35)  -0.4  2.3
19R3  11  31  25  3  22  29  (29)  19  45  27  34  26  32  (32)  2.8  2.4
1lam  17  33  29  34  27  31  (31)  31  61  2R  32  30  33  (33)  4.5  5.2
1985  19  39  26  36  24  32  (32)  36  60  26  34  32  34  (34)  3.0  5.1





/a  In the closed  world trade  matrix  there  are 79 (mutually  exclusive)
countries/country  groups.  Developing  countries  are defined  as all countries
other  than  OECD (excluding  Turkey),  Socialist  Eastern  Europe (excluding
Romania and Yugoslavia),  Israel  and South  Africa.  The 48 developing
countries/country  groups are sorted  by geographical  regions  as the following:
Sub-Saharan  Africa  Asia
Ethiopia  China
Gabon  Hong  Kong
Ghana  India
Kenya  Indonesia
Nigeria  Korea (Rep.  of)
Sudan  Malaysia
Africa  least  developed  Pakistan
Other  Africa  Philippines
Singapore
North Africa  and Middle East  Taiwan
Algeria  Thailand
Egypt  Other Socialist  Asia
Iran  South  East  Asia least developed
Iraq  Other  South East  Asia
Kuwait
Libya  Latin  America
Morocco  Argentina
Saudi  Arabia  Bolivia
Tunisia  Brazil
Other West Asia eil exporters  Chile
West  Asia oil importers  Colombia
Ecuador





Caribbean  and Central  America
/b  Manufactures:  SITC 5 to 9.
/c  Shares  based on constant 1980  US$ values.
RE-6-02A!N)TX  IT
Tahle  M11.2:  QV  MIFCIYD 1VAP1,  (IUIwS'  MIWAFMt1  IS Wl  (VW  IFWF  PTmnsIN  I, 15 - IQOS
(jprcent)
vdP-  Adds-  Ib3  PIrw-  Tni4-  alr-  Thilip-  IfI-  Ar_n-
Year  Rtwda  lmtsia  Turkey  lavia  (hina  TniIs  tan  raw  mor  pore  Ihhan  wm1a  sts  vdna  lard  tfu  Unxzl  Odle  Fado*
106S  19  35  6  t.  SO  3n  53  20  20  ?  l  47  1  24  6  3  37  41  in  to
lqfi  72  23  7  24  61  26  46  19  13  P4  43  17  n7  7  V;  In  a  R 
If.7  IA  2fi  7  19  61  24  4n  IQ  17  P2  41  44  21  A  11  42  37  R  2?
If.A  14  24  70  19  f,  2f  46  17  14  79  14  5n  n3  R  11  41  'p  4  1R
MA69  14  24  24  IR  60  29  39  15  14  71  79  44  n  16  12  4S  35  9  27
1972  17  1S  ?I  17  0  17  16  16  1  1  h6  2R  60  iS  17  I9  4R  41  9  22
1971  IR  73  72  16  63  32  16  li  13  (4  27  34  74  19  lfi  5fh  11  22
1972  15  25  19  12  Sh  2h  36  IS  12  53  IR  19  32  IR  22  52  12  20  23
3073  14  2S  72  I1  5S  2S  44  15  12  If.  29  35  71  27  56  33  21  16
1474  IA  16  2n  Is  SI  30  3R  17  14  47  19  34  11  17  77  5°  1  23  24
197%  24  2R  25  ?1  57  33  47  IR  17  49  24  37  29  15  77  6h  40  25  73
1076  72  29  21  IR  56  33  I  15  1  I  E  f2  I3  29  14  In  55  34  33  21
1977  ?7  13  ?n  74  SR  15  40  to  25  47  7.3  33  24  IS  2s  53  35  I"  27
147R  21  17  24  21  SR  1  :6  8a  723  49  19  3R  7A  17  27  40h  v  at  21
1979  21  If  721  19  Sh  29  3?  Ia  25  5  7?  57  26  iq  28  49  43  .1  JR
IOn  n2  20  i11  2n  if.  In  17  21  11  49  7?  94  22  23  33  46  4AR  ;  14
14A1  77  ?A  SI  70  54  21  3  22  33  90  13  57  ;  2?.  36  46  S7  11  IS
1OP2  A  1  M4  27  57  20  42  21  ?2  53  V  AR  141  23  an  46  41  7n  12
Ian  72  75  in  24  S4  la  %&  26  .31  5n  ?5  S4  31  19  35  4  41  IA  1.
lam  V  2R  41  20  57  27  1P  26  79  47  22  co  in  22  31  46  n.  1  5
ton5  76  la  4n  IA  61  77  12  33  2R  46  23  42  40  17  36  51  41  37  3
rnem:  lI~ue  ltrix  Wbore  anf  lbta  Fw,  IN,  DW.%
X*e:  Mmufacttruum dEd  as  SMII 5 to  9.
jMt/MRT-02ItDIDX  U  -ia-
Figure  AII.1: SHARE  OF SELECTED  DEVELOPING  COUNTRIES'  MANUFACTURED  EXPORTS
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Figure  AII.1  cont'd.
0AH S."
S..~  ~  .0
@1*
Source: Trade  Matrix  Software  and  Data  Base,  UN,  DIESk.
Note: Manufactures  defined  as SITC5  to  9.  See  table  AII.2  in the
Appendix  for  the  data.MilAe  AT.3T: 7PI  ASLIS"  OFt  W  hS  (v  l.  aR  C  11'  r1MS'  aMvIr  m  w  Wun:
OfIWWs;  FSsWW  BWY  ANtT5A WN,  MM,  1061P.1qM
(in  uu.nt  | t Iwt..:  *,,c  a  d  ml  t  ctiwty  If,  S.9  ai'f  I  nt  idwfe  tp1)
A. AIL (MM.
ltgnmt  wvlale-  1h5-1O15  1i1q7-_  1474-1lOS
[Ameap mavul  (A.ra  mawmi  (AMpS mantu
qwjritiu  of e-Wrt shure  Qutmt  11e  dp,  11  F  r  Oatat  Tile  de  ,  21  p  F  utat  Tie  dwe,  11  F
9ui-Waran  Afrtca  -I.WR  0.011  11.11  0.11  1.51  -2.11  0.054  P1.51  A.W4  42.43  - - - - - - - - lb  trod  - - - - - --
(27.1n)d1  (l.R7)b  (46.fe)d  (fiMAz
lNrth Airie  &  diMl1e  Ftast  -2.06  0.044  14.51  0.QI  201.V0  -2.03  n.0l  14.01  0.WI  15.f  -2.24  00s5  [5.71  0.79  42.1
(i2.97)d  (14.19)d  (U.W)d  (k.n)d  (16.71)d  (4.4P)I
S%tetlprn  Fnarn  -2.02  0.014  (3. .i  0.77  69.7n  -i.f  -n.m5  1-1.51  0.13  4.92  -2.02  0.mh  (3.71  0.71  n  A7
(C0.70)d  (k.32)d  (45.A7d  (2.22)h  (IR.940)  (5.13)A
Ata  -1.21  n.r  14.161  0.11  4.07  -t.nR  .0.022  1-2.21  .A2  1R.05  -1.51  0.(f^  (2.51  O(W)  43.4s
(01.76)4  (2.01)h  (56.31)4  (417)d  (1.%9)d  (.43)4
latin  Amertca  -1.71  0.n20  (2.01  0.74  ¶A.14  -1.71  0.011  (1.11  0.1I  5.43  -1.594  0.011  1.11  0.1  2.5t
(51.RA51  (7.64)  (fA.ASA>  (7.31)h  (16.654  (1.q)
All  rtwlnpi,W  -1.69  0.n21  12.31  (.I  l.ns  -I."9  0.0  (0.51  0I.1  5.41  _4.0n  O.nM  171  0.ns2  MO?
(66.06)d  (11.0J)  t113.I)d  (2.13)b  (V7.6*1  (11.7")
. MNAC
l9d'Wmn  Africa  -1..7  n.01?  (1.11  0.90  71.25  -?.n4  0.07  16.91  n.51  9.15  -1in  0.023  12.ll  o.0  1.4
(72.14)d  (4.61d(I.)  M3()  *6m)s1  (1.7V)s
lbrth  Africa &l  MdMe Fast  -1.1M3  n.nlR  (1.W1  n.47  15.S4  - - - - - - - - - lb  tmd  - - …-.-  -----  -1.(Q3  .0  12.01  n.27  5.MW
(17.23)d  (1.94)1.  (7.16)d  (2.26)c
%SM*l  arn  P  -i.R7  0.021  17.31  n.45  17.21  -1.50  -0.04q  1-4.Pl  0.71  20.99  -1.97  0.0o3  13.51  0Sl  0  372
(26.07)1  (4.15)d  (24.77)d  (4.5R)d  (1&.67)d  (5.10)d
Adia  - - - - - - - - - lb treld - - - - - - - - - -O.0f  .03  1-4.21 O.Q4 116.11  -1.52  0.0n  12.11  .n7  3)69
(42.50)d  (n.7R)d  (24.70)  (5.54)9
T*tin Arlr  -1.51  0.027  (2.21  0.52  22.94  -1.5P  0.Wf9  12.91  0.67  17.40  A097  -. nto  (-1.01  0.0  1.17
(25.72)d  (4.74)d  (40.36)4  (4.20)d  (6.97)d  (1.17)
All tbwlOpi,  -1. 0  0.014  11.41  U.6S  V0.60  -1.76  -0.012  (-1.71  0.55  10.76  -1.34  aOM13  (1.11  tl.4  11.2X  N
(49.17)d  K2.27)r  (ftm")d  01.211)d  MOM4|  (3.",)d  14
9arree  Trat  P%trtx  Soture  d  lUt.  %me, IN. 011,.
lVtA:  (1l.  5  _ati.mts for  UaR  y  *  lte  a  + t  IaR b &riwd  frmo th!  ntpresen  my  - ht  drnuy  stads  for  -1mt  atu,  ard t  for  tbe.  F_r  rmud  dw  Is cq
fro  thp .Hat1ited  rcotff1dent  for  t.,  lap h.  All  rewmion  eautcm  idth  a  epliputwy  pmer  re repttrl.  Ii.rfactiui are 4ftWn  ItM  S  to  1.
e  t*ble  A11.1 In  tKI  Ap"nlix  for tie  si t.AT^NDIX  11
Tab]e  ATT.4:  WRqD  ANALYSIR  OF  W  SUW fR SEP  I)  ITFVFINP  r(INIES'  IWMFACIfRT1  FXRIWS
CDTN:  7IT)  MMW  TNC  UF  WnrFs,  1Q65-19R5
(in  parentheses  I t I valtue:  a,b,c  and d eeote  respectively  m0  9,  2.5 art]  1 percent  aliEiftaf  ze leil)
renIe^i,t  variable:  1965-1985  1965-1473  1074-lR5
fAverage amal  fAverW. am  al  rAereae am1 T8artthmn nf  expDrt share  (bostant  Tlhw  cdenm, 7)  2  F  ronstar,  '  Tle  cfanne, 71  Tl?  F  (brstant  Tine  cdimne, t1  F
PRnia  -1.02  0.02Q  12.Q1  0.s7  77.41  -1.16  -0.M01  [-3.11  n.25  3.61  -I.8R  n.02R  12.91  AA49  11.71 (27.97)d  (S.74)d  (IR.12)d  (Iom)b  (14.66)d  (M.4M)d
1 rwits1a  -1.?1  -0.022  f-7.1  n. 19  4.SS  - - - - - Ib  trend - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - b  te  - - - - - - -- -
(0.39d  (2.13)c
Ttn*ey  -2.41  n0.07  rq.II  n.71  49.27  -?.t4  0.18n  0  F.71  0.61  14.74  -2.51  n.n0p  [9.1i  0.57  15.74
OIS.Mn  (7.nma  (10.74)d  (O.P)d  (7.07)d  (O.a)d
Y,q,s1sv1a  - --  --  ----  lb treni  --------  - -1.11  -0.071  f-7.nj  0.72  22.0n  - - ----  -lb  tre
(15.27)d  (6.70)d
(atna  -n.sl  -0.004  [f-.41  n.16  4.68  -0.47  -n.nr9  [-0.91  0.2n  3.06  -0.66  0.0ns  [0.51  0.10  2.24 (22.98)d  (2.16)c  (15.5R)d  (1.75)a  (11.64)d  (l.50)a
India  -1.17  -0.011  [-1.1  0.10  1.14  --  --  - - - - - N  trend  - -- 6-  ---  --  -o.6n  -0.045  1-4.41  0.58  16.13 (15.43)d  (1.77)b  (0.*)d  (4.02)d
PWdstan  -0.84  -o.nn7  1-0.71  0.04  1.84  -n.73  -0.nV  [-3.11  0.29  4.-15  - - - - - - - - - b trenT  ---------
(11.44)d  (1.lf)a  (R.3P)  (:!.R)b
PbR  TCr  -1.91  0.021  12.31  0.42  19.S1  -1.61  -0.0'f  1-3.71  0.78  24.70  -2.47  0.0s7  F5.9l  0.R2  52.60 (?6.24)d  (3.94)d  (41.54)d  (5.46)d  (19.69)d  (7.26)d
Ibrea,  Rep.  of  -2.17  n.n4s  4.r%1  0.sR  ?A.70  -1.n  7  n.051  [-5.nl  0.47  R.11  -2.34  0.058  [6.n0  n.5R  16.02 (20.47)d  (r.16),i  (17.20)  (2.85)c  (10.13)d  (4.nn)d
SirWapnre  -0.25  -0.029  r-2.1l  0.67  41.54  -0.02  -0.071  1-6.91  0.R7  46.61…  --------- …b  tread…  - …--------I (4.  t)d  (6.45)d  (0.34)  (6.83)d  p
%anan  -I.n0  -O.n27  1-2.71  0.21  6.29  -0.53  -0.142  1-13.21  0.97  236.5…  - ---  - - - - - - No tter  - - - - - - - - - (A.1?)d  (2.51)c  (10.14)d  (15.39)dAP  IDX 1.
Table AII.4  cont'd
Tlenwnt  variable:  Iq65-49"S  1965-1973  1974419R
1AerWe  n,  u  fAverogw  atral  1-Am  mral
1qnrit2t  of  e,port  shra  cnutant  Tim.  dew,  21  12  F  rbIDtant  Tlr  diwr,  21  F  F  tant  11W  daW,  1  1 
JnAcnpsia  -1.37  0.0n1  (3.91  0.30  .37  - - - ND trUl  - - - - - - - -1.46  o.n44  14.51  n . 7.e4
(R.60)d  (3.06)d  (5.*Cf)  (2.92)d
Maysia  -1.?7  n.W6  10.61  0.02  1.34  -1.43  0.046  f4.71  0.56  11.17  -1.4Q  n.OIR  1l.81  0.1is  349
(0.33)'  (1.16)  (IR.2?)d  (.34)d  (9.P4)d  (1.R7)b
lhilipplnpA  -'43  f.n4Q  15.01  0.5%  2T.V?  -3.02  n.178  19.51  O.02  92.4R  -2. 1  n.n24  f2.91  n.34  6.6q
(14.67).  (;.nn)d  (?Q.05)d  (9.62)d  (1?.nA)  (7.SQ)c
1uf  anl  -1.f  0  nm.nn  13.01  n..16  4.73  - - - - ---  -…  t-  ---  - - - - ---  1.69  n.n33  MA61  0.58  15.4s
(n.50)d  (2.17kc  17.Ft2)0  (.09'M
Arentf,a  -n.t4  n.OtP  rn.a1  n.  1  2.76  -1.ls  o.r6o  17.11  oAl  84.0  -0A.34  -0.0t  1-2.71  0.%)  12.67
(I12.1R')(d  (1.fif)a  (77.34)do  (9.R)d  (3.26)(t  (3.%f)d
Rrazit  -1.05  O.otP  10.41  0.15  4.42  -0.89  -n.025  1-2.51  n.14  5.49  -1.IS  0.015  11.51  0.l  2.56
(10.R3)d  (2.lk)c  (14.74)d  (?.34)b  (7.45)!  (1.60)a
(hile  -2.53  0.07R  1R.11  n.70  4R.10  -?.79  0.ltF  111.41  0.56  11.23  - - - - - - - - - NO  e-  - - - - - - - -
(18.n?)d  (A.Q%)tl  (15.24)d  (3.35)d
#.dco  -1.17  -0.0?  U.6.0J  0.47  IR.3  - ---  - --  - - N  temI  --  ----  ---  n.59  -170  t-15.fi1  0.2  49.96
(6.42)dI  (4.29)'  (1.56)s  (7.07)d
smure:  Tbde  tbtrLx  Software  awi  rhata  Pase,  IN,  nDSA.
Ibte:  as  estbntes  for  log  y  - log  a  +  t  log  b  derlised  frao  the  eqmston  y  - at  Aere  y  stands  for  eprt  sdte  al  t  for  tte.  he.  amal  diaoe Is  ccpteo
fr.u  the  estimtel  oaeff1clent  for  t,  i.e.,  log  b.  All  regeui2on  egntionm  idth  M  expUtory  pmer are  repurted.  hufacbes  are  defnes  as  8111  S  to  4.
See  table  A't.2  In  the  Appenlx  for  the  data.
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APPMDIX III
DBVELOPINC  OUNMIES'  INDE  OF REVAED  COMPARATIVE
ADVATAGE  IN  KANUPACrES,  1983- xvii  -
APPENDIX  III
Table  AIII.1: MANUFACTURES  RANKED  IN  DESCENDING  ORDER  OF DEVELOPING
COUNTRIES' REVEALED  COMPARATIVE  ADVANTAGE,  1983
Developing  Countries'  Index  of Revealed
SITC  Product  Group/a  Exports  as  X of  Comparative
World  Exports/b  Advantage  /c
83  Travel  Goods,  Handbags  58.6  4.91
84  Clothing  and  Accessories  49.0  4.10
85  Footwear  38.7  3.24
63  Wood,  Cork  Manuf.  n.e.s.  36.6  3.06
61  Leather,  Dressed  Fur,  etc.  27.6  2.31
65  Textile  Yarn,  Fabrics,  etc.  25.8  2.16
89  Misc.  Manufactured  Goods  n.e.s.  19.4  1.62
76  Telecomm.  Sound  Equipment  19.2  1.61
77  Electric  Machinery  n.e.s.  16.9  1.42
56  Fertilizers,  Manufactured  14.9  1.25
82  Furniture,  Parts  Thereof  14.1  1.18
66  Nonmetal  Mineral  Manuf.  n.e.s.  13.7  1.15
88  Photo  Equip.,  Optical  Goods,  etc.  13.7  1.14
69  Metal  Manufactures  n.e.s.  12.9  1.08
81  Plumbing,  Heating,  Lighting  Equipment  12.4  1.04
79  Other  Transport  Equipment  12.0  1.01
52  Inorganic  Chemicals  10.6  0.89
62  Rubber  Manufactures,  n.e.s.  9.9  0.83
67  Iron  and  Steel  9.5  0.79
55.  Perfume,  Cleaning  Products,  etc.  8.9  0.74
57  Explosives,  Pyrotech  Products  8.2  0.69
75  Office  Machines,  Equipment  7.4  0.62
54  Medical,  Pharm.  Products  6.4  0.53
71  Power  Generating  Equipment  6.4  0.53
51  Organic  Chemicals  5.3  0.44
53  Dyes,  Tanning,  Colour  Prod.  4.9  0.41
64  Paper,  Paperboard  4.5  0.37
59  Chemical  Materials  n.e.s.  4.2  0.35
58  Plastic  Materials,  etc.  4.0  0.33
73  Metalworking  Machinery  3.7  0.31
72  Machines  for  Special  Industries  3.6  0.30
74  General  Industrial  Machinery  n.e.s.  3.5  0.29
87  Precision  Instruments  n.e.s.  3.3  0.28
78  Road  Vehicles  2.7  0.22
All  Manufactures  11.9  1.00
Source: UNSO  COMTRADE  Data  Base.
Notes:
/a  SITC  Rev.2,  5 to  8 less  68,  a total  of 34  2-a  git  product  groups.
/b  Due  to  unavailability  of  data  at this  level  of  detail,  world  exports  exclude
Socialist  Europe  and  Socialist  Asia.
/c  Developing  countries'  export  shares  in  each  product  group  divided  by their
total  share  in  manufactures  (11.9%).PPR  Working  Paper  Series
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